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STUDY ON EVALUATION OF LOWER LIMB
NEUROMUSCULAR QUALITY, OF THE DEBUTANT GYMNASTS
USING THE TEST MIRON GEORGESCU - MODIFIED
Studiu privind evaluarea calităţii neuromusculare la nivelul membrelor inferioare, a
gimnastelor debutante, cu ajutorul probei Miron Georgescu – Modificată

Nicoleta ZAHARIE 1*, Vasilica GRIGORE2
1

“Lucian Blaga” University of Sibiu, Faculty of Science, Ion Raţiu Street, 5-7 no., Sibiu, Romania
National University of Physical Education and Sports, Constantin Noica Street, 140 no, Romania

2

* Corresponding address: stiinte@ulbsibiu.ro.
Rezumat. Studiul îşi propune atât evaluarea, antrenarea şi îmbunătăţirea calităţii
neuromusculare a membrelor inferioare la gimnastele de vârstă preşcolară, cât şi evidenţierea
beneficiilor aduse de mijloacele computerizate implicate în aplicarea şi modul de desfăşurare al
probei "Miron Georgescu Modificată". În cadrul studiului au fost cuprinşi 15 subiecţi cu vârsta de
4-7 ani. Elementul esenţial al acestui studiu se reflectă în posibilitatea formării unei imagini mai
precise şi mai realiste cu privire la modalităţile de utilizare a mijloacelor computerizate în
evaluarea şi dezvoltarea capacităţii energetice a membrele inferioare.
Cuvinte cheie: pregătire iniţială, Gimnastică artistică feminină, parametrii energetici,
psihomotricitate
Abstract. The study aims both the assessment, training and improvement of lower limb
neuromuscular quality at preschool gymnasts and also highlighting the benefits of computer
resources used in applying and the way of carrying on the test "Miron Georgescu Modified". The
study included 15 subjects, age between 4-7 years. The key element of this study offers the possibility
of creating a more accurate and realistic image regarding the use of computer resources in
evaluating and developing energetic capacity of lower limbs.
Keywords: initial training, female artistic gymnastics, energetic parameters, psychomotricity.

Introduction
From the specialized literature (Albu, 2006; Gregory 2001; Grosu, 2008; Horghidan,
2000) it is known that psychomotricity, as a function, generates energy and can be
considered in this context, both cause and effect of human activity. Thus the need for
moving (dynamic impulse) - the main cause of psychomotricity - is one of the most
important energy sources. Movements produced subsequently, if are well organized and
dosed, can balance the individual from energetic point of view.
Based on these facts, we initiated the study which it is trying to discover information
about neuro-motor skills and energetic qualities under maximal effort of strength-speed, at
the level of triple extensions, in the case of debutant athletes.
Purpose
Highlighting the benefits of computer resources to assess and improve neuro-motor
qualities and energetic at the lower limbs level, regarding debutant gymnasts.
5
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Hypothesis
Neuro-motor skills and energetic of the lower limbs, the debutant gymnasts can be
assessed in detail (in a refined way) and improved by using the test "Miron Georgescu Modified".
Materials and methods
Equipment
It consists of a contact platform (floor area of approximately1 m x 1.2 m) connected to
a bifilar- cable that can detect the contact of the legs with the platform. Also has a wireless
device capable of transmitting the values of successive rhythm of contact or flying to a
computer. The device is connected via the serial interface (RS-232) on a computer
equipped with wireless connection and using data processing programs developed in
accordance with the methodology developed in the laboratory of biometrics at I.N.C.S.(De
Hillerin, 1999). Parameters provided by the software by the help of which the data are
collected and using this method are calculated with an accuracy of 0.001 s and are of two
types:
 energetic parameters: the power of average unit (PU), are calculated the time in air (Ta)
and the time on the ground (Ts), the average value of the time on the ground or
repetition speed (V.rep.) average height during flight (H. flight);
 control parameters: coefficient of energetic variance (CVE) and coefficient of structural
variability (CVS).
The program used for acquisition and processing, can automatically measure both the
primary data and also calculates the results for each series of jumps and for the overall
sports trial (De Hillerin, 1999).
Subjects
In the study were included 15 gymnasts aged between 4 and 7 years, all in the initial
preparation stage. They are part of the initial groups of Sports Club from Sibiu. Their level
of sports training is different (between 6 and 24 months).
The content of the study
The study was conducted as a data collection approach. Thus, on 6-th of march, 2013
was conducted initial testing. The group of 15 subjects performed the full exercise, which
consisted of performing three series of 15 consecutive jumps each on a special platform,
by the condition of achieving at each jump, the maximum height of detachment and a
minimum contact time with the ground. The order of the series was as follows: 15 jumps
on both feet, 15 jumping on the right foot and 15 jumping on the left foot. The pauses
between the series of jumps allowed the performance of the exercise under maximum
operating conditions.
During the period 4th of June and 18th of June 2013 were lead five training sessions of
the energetic capacity at the beginner gymnasts. On 20th of June 2013 was completed the
final testing and the conditions were identical to those during the initial testing. During the
initial and final test sessions subjects performed two exercises, recording the best one.

6
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Results
For the interpretation of the results were taken into account the following energetic
parameters: the average power unit (PU) which provides information about the qualities
of force and speed useful in guidance to training and repetition speed (V.rep.) which refers
to the value of the time of touching the ground and highlights the rapid succession of
inhibition and excitation and also of the contraction processes with relaxation, providing
information about the relationship force-speed / speed. In case of positive development of
the data recorded at PU parameter, their value need to be increased. For the other
parameter (V.rep.) positive evolution of the data means lowering the value (see Tables. 1
and 2).
Table 1. Results recorded at the parameter Average Power Unit (PU)
M.G.M. Test

Crt

Subject

No.

Initial testing

Final testing

Average P.U. on one leg
Average P.U. on
both legs (in
(in W/kilo of body weight)
W/kilo of body
weight)
Right leg
Left leg

Average P.U. on Average P.U. on one leg
both legs
(in W/kilo of body weight)
(in W/kilo of
body weight)
Right leg
Left leg

1.

A.L.

6.39

1.26

2.46

6.27

1.72

2.73

2.

A.S.

2.47

3.73

3.26

2.6

3.83

3.57

3.

B.C.

1.92

1.3

1.82

2.06

1.45

2.08

4.

B.I.

2.19

1.41

1.11

2.65

1.84

1.61

5.

C.O.

2.79

1.29

1.41

3.2

1.56

1.83

6.

G.P.

2.53

2.12

3.37

3.06

2.6

3.25

7.

H.A.

2.52

4.69

1.92

2.82

4.45

2.19

8.

I.I.

2.93

3.67

3.12

3.37

3.65

3.06

9.

M.B.

3.85

1.72

1.82

3.08

1.53

2.36

10.

M.N.

2.11

1.28

1.28

2.23

1.74

1.67

11.

M.R.

2.11

1.51

1.69

2.51

1.92

1.81

12.

Ş.P.

4.17

3.49

3.66

3.82

3.55

3.6

13.

T.R.

2.06

2.15

3.76

2.49

2.2

3.92

14.

T.V.

2.24

3.38

2.83

2.51

2.49

2.76

15.

V.L.

2.29

4.08

8,20

2.4

2.5

9.19

2.84

2.47

2.39

3

2.47

3.04

Arithmetic average

7
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Table 2. Results recorded at parameter repetition speed (V.rep.)

M.G.M. Test

Crt
No.

Initial testing

Final testing

V. rep. on
both feet
(in ms)

V. rep. on both
feet (in ms)

Subject
V. rep. on one leg (in ms)
Right leg

Left leg

V. rep. on one leg (in ms)
Right leg

Left leg

1.

A.L.

0.05

0.21

0.15

0.03

0.18

0.12

2.

A.S.

0.11

0.03

0.03

0.09

0.01

0.02

3.

B.C.

0.15

0.15

0.1

0.1

0.16

0.1

4.

B.I.

0.17

0.2

0.17

0.15

0.2

0.12

5.

C.O.

0.14

0.15

0.15

0.15

0.11

0.16

6.

G.P.

0.08

0.08

0.06

0.07

0.07

0.03

7.

H.A.

0.12

0.1

0.17

0.14

0.1

0.12

8.

I.I.

0.09

0.06

0.07

0.09

0.05

0.05

9.

M.B.

0.04

0.17

0.17

0.01

0.14

0.13

10.

M.N.

0.16

0.2

0.17

0.12

0.21

0.12

11.

M.R.

0.1

0.12

0.13

0.12

0.11

0.12

12.

Ş.P.

0.08

0.08

0.12

0.07

0.05

0.13

13.

T.R.

0.09

0.07

0.07

0.06

0.04

0.08

14.

T.V.

0.09

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.13

0.1

15.

V.L.

0.13

0.15

0.12

0.13

0.16

0.14

0.11

0.12

0.12

0.1

0.11

0

Group average at P.U. parameter on both feet

Group average at V.rep. parameter on both feet

5

0.2

4
3

2.84

Initial testing
Final testing
Testing spread
(points)

3

2
1
0.16
0

0.15
A r ithm e tic ave r a g e ( în m s )

A r ith m e ti c a ve r a g e ( W / kilo o f b o d y w e ig h t)

Arithmetic
average

0.11
0.1

0.1

0.05
0

-0.01

Initial testing
Final testing
Testing spread
(points)

-0.05

Testing and the difference between them

Testing and the difference between them

a) P.U parameter

b) V.rep parameter

Fig. 1. Evolution of the averages and differences between tests, obtained for P.U. parameters (a) and V.rep. (b)
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Conclusions
At the end of the study we have learned that overall, the values of the two parameters
studied (PU and V.rep.) had a good evolution. As can be seen in Fig.no. 1 the average
regarding the group level increased from the initial testing till the final testing in the case
of medium unit power and lowered in the case of repetition speed, which confirms the
hypothesis that conditional capabilities can be carefully assessed and improved by "Miron
Georgescu - Modified" test. Parameter P.U. on both feet, 80% of subjects improved and
V.rep parameter on both feet, 60% of subjects improved. The rest of 40% of the subjects,
15% stagnated, and 26% regressed.
The two energetic parameters studied, the average unit power (PU) provides
information about the qualities of strength- speed and repetition speed (V.rep.) highlights
rapid succession by inhibiting excitation and also the contraction processes with
relaxation.
In the same time, the test can guide coaches on some subtle aspects of the acts and the
specific motric actions for Artistic Gymnastics such as:
 Imbalances appeared between the qualities of strength and speed;
 The presence of right-left motrical asymmetry by correlating the results obtained at this
test with the data regarding the manifestation of podale laterality on investigated subjects,
the evolution of the detent parameters emphasizes the symmetric or asymmetric
development of lower limbs, knowing that detent differences between left and right leg
may be improved by a balanced stress so necessary for correct performance of specific
motric acts and actions, especially if they are completed in equilibrium (ie, the beam);
 Emergence of indicators about deficiencies in the control of movements or completion
of training the body for landing / contact with the ground;
 The results obtained are dependent by the basic qualities of the athlete and useful in
leading and orientation the training in female artistic gymnastics, mainly for the jumps and
floor performances, where there are recorded the maximum effort of force and speed at the
level of triple extension;
 The test may also indirect provide information on the coordinative ability, if we take
into account that it requires coordination of neuromuscular system’s segments with
diferent speeds and degrees of tension.
Discussions and proposals
We consider encouraging the results obtained during this short period of testing and we
appreciate that the study should be continued on a larger group of subjects, supporting the
trainers in implementing the programs of selection and gymnasts training.
Despite the young age (4-7 years), subjects were receptive and easily understood tasks
they had to perform, without the need for numerous explanations. So, we note that tests
were appealing for the subjects, showing their interest and enthusiasm at each training
session
As an essential part of the study we can say that it gives the possibility of a more
accurate and realistic image on the use of the computer resources for evaluation and
development of the neuromuscular and energetic capacity of the lower limbs.
In conclusion, we consider that regular use of computerized tests (for assessment and /
or training) facilitate conducting the athletes’ training since the age of initiation, by
offering objective data that allows coaches to make predictions on future performances of
the gymnasts.
9
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COMPETITIVE SPORT IMPLICATIONS ON THE
COMMUNICATION SKILLS
Implicațiile sportului de performanță asupra abilităților de comunicare

Mihaela PĂUNESCU 1*, Monoem HADDAD 2
1

2

National University of Physical Education and Sports, 140 Constantin Noica St., Romania

High Institute of Sport and Physical Education (ISSEP) Kef. University of Jendouba. Tunisia
* Corresponding address: misu-paunescu@yahoo.com

Rezumat. Este cunoscut faptul abilitățile de comunicare sunt un apanaj al inteligenței
sociale. Prin lucrarea de față ne propunem să identificăm punctele interpersonale tari și pe
cele slabe la adulți tineri care practică sportul de performanță. În acest sens a fost utilizat
inventarul abilităților de comunicare prin intermediul căruia se pot identifica patru tipuri de
abilități de comunicare: autodesvăluire, construirea încrederii, comunicare sentimentelor,
aprecierea diversității. Rezultatele studiul evidențiează faptul că sportivii cuprinși în cercetare
au obținut scoruri ridicate la 3 din cele 4 tipuri de abilități de comunicare. Acest lucru
semnifică faptul că aceștia stăpânesc foarte bine aceste domenii de comunicare, dispunând de
abilitatea de a-i înțelege pe ceilalți pentru ceea ce sunt (aprecierea diversității -32.41); au
abilitatea de a avea încredere în alți oameni precum și de a-i face pe cei din jur să aibă
încredere în ei (construirea încredereii – 30.73); stăpânesc abilitatea de a-și împărtășii
sentimentele cu ceilalți. Cele mai mici scoruri au fost obținute la autodezvaluire sau
comunicarea sentimentelor (28.68). Prin intermediul sportului, sportivi aprecieaza diversitatea
- abilitate foarte importantă și inevitabilă în realțiile cu ceilalți colegi; acest lucru semnifica
faptul că interacționează eficient cu alți oameni, indiferent de cultură, clasa socială și etnii.
Cuvinte cheie: sport de performanță, autodezvăluire, diversitate, încredere, sentimente;
Abstract. It is common knowledge that the communication skills are the appanage of social
intelligence. This paper seeks to identify the interpersonal strengths and weaknesses in young
adults practicing the competitive sport. For that, we have used the communication skills
inventory which enables the identification of four types of communication skills: self-revealing,
building the trust, communicating the feelings, appreciating the diversity. Results emphasized
the fact that the athletes included in the research have obtained high scores in 3 from 4 types of
communication skills. This shows that they are very well acquainted with these communication
areas, haved the ability to understand others for what they are (appreciating the diversity 32.41), haved the ability to trust in others as well as to gain the trust of others (building the
trust – 30.73) and having the ability to share their feelings with others (communicating the
feelings – 30.66). Through sport, athletes are appreciating the diversity which is a very
important and inevitable skill in the relations with other co-athletes. This indicates that they
are efficiently interacting with other individuals, regardless of the culture, social status and
ethnicity.
Key words: competitive sport, diversity, trust, feelings, self-revealing

Introduction
11
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Efficient communication enables us to understand other people, to influence them, to
learn from other people and to learn more about us. The interpersonal communication
describes the activities involving interactions between two or several persons – it is what
enables us to initiate and maintain relations with other persons (Liptak, 2007).
According to statistical researches, the emotional ability is twice more important than
the technical or intellectual abilities. The emotional intelligence development represents
the understanding and management of emotions in order to create harmonious relation
with those around us (Goleman, 2008). The development experts are suggesting that, for
most youngsters from industrial societies, the time interval between the end of adolescence
and up to the age of 25-30 de has become a separate life stage, known as emerging adult
age. At this age, the social relations seem to be vital for health and welfare. Studies have
identified at least two correlated aspects of the social environment, which may promote the
health, the social integration and the social support (Cohen, 2004). The emotional
intelligence regards four correlated skills: the ability to perceive, use, understand and
manage the emotions (own emotions and other persons’ emotions) in order to achieve the
objectives set out. The emotional intelligence enables a person to rein in his/her emotions
in order to face more efficiently the social environment. The emotional intelligence is
influencing the quality of personal relations. Studies have shown that the university
students with high scores in the intelligence tests have a higher probability to declare
positive relations with parents and friends.
Emotional intelligence includes awareness of self and others and empathy. These
behaviors are congruent with the mission of nursing because they improve health
outcomes. Occupational health nurses who are emotionally intelligent have improved
relationships with others, an important aspect of the nursing role. Emotional intelligence
can be developed (Reeves, 2005). According to Bernet (1996), one problem in the
consideration of EI is the confusion between the terms "feelings" and "emotions."
Differences between the two are examined and a working definition of feelings is offered.
To further refine the concept of EI, the Style in the Perception of Affect Scale was
developed to measure skills in the integrated, rapid, and effortless awareness of changes in
body feelings that constitute the prompts for emotions. Accurate and rapid awareness of
the feelings, it is suggested, allows for accurate and rapid emotional and behavioral
responses. Without this skill, responses tend to be delayed and inappropriate.
In turn, sport practicing involves communication and social integration based on inter
and intrapersonal communications. It offers the possibility to carry out the process and to
adapt the methodologies to the age characteristics, as well as to the characteristics of each
sport discipline.
The purpose of the present study is to highlight the percent of communication skills in
the competitive sports.
Material and methods
Communication skills possession questionnaire
In order to achieve the above mentioned purpose, the communication skills possession
questionnaire (IPAC) established by Liptack (2007) was applied, enabling to identify the
interpersonal strengths and weaknesses and to study our communication skills when we
are listening or talking to other persons. The questionnaire is composed of 40 questions
allocated per four types of communication skills: self-revealing, building the trust,
communicating the feelings, appreciating the diversity.
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Subjects
41 athltes (17 males and 24 females, fig. 1) aged 21±0.8 with a competition experience
of 7.4±4.24 took part in the study.

Fig. 1. Subjects’ percentage allocation per gender
In terms of practiced sport, out of the total number of subjects, 29% have practiced
football, 10% handball, 5% volley ball, 5% swimming, 5% athletic sports, 5% street
dance, 3% target shooting, 3% canoeing, 2% artistic gymnastics, 2% body building, 2%
basketball.

Results
Athletes included in the present study have obtained high scores for 3 from 4 types of
communication skills (see table 1). The factorial data analysis enables to draw logical
conclusions with regard to the variable set, limiting them to a lower value (Table 2 and 3).
Table 1. Descriptive Statistics
Mean

Std. Dev.

Self-revealing

28.68

4.491

Building the trust

30.73

4.353

Communicating the feelings

30.66

4.575

Appreciating the diversity

32.41

5.962

Descriptive statistics showed that the appreciation of diversity presented the highest
mean, followed by the building of trust and communicating the feelings. The lowest one
was the self-revealing (table 1).
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Table 2. Correlations results

Appreciating
the diversity
1

Appreciating the Pearson Correlation
diversity
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
41
Building the
Pearson Correlation .251
trust
Sig. (2-tailed)
.113
N
41
Communicating Pearson Correlation .288
the feelings
Sig. (2-tailed)
.068
N
41
Self-revealing
Pearson Correlation .059
Sig. (2-tailed)
.713
N
41
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

Building
the trust
.251
.113
41
1
41
.366*
.019
41
.548**
.000
41

Commun
icating
the
feelings
.288
.068
41
.366*
.019
41
1
41
.254
.109
41

Selfrevealing
.059
.713
41
.548**
.000
41
.254
.109
41
1
41

Discussion and conclusions
Research carried out by Dawda and Hart (2000), indicated that the EQ-i domain and
component scales had good item homogeneity and internal consistency. Scores were not
unduly affected by response styles or biases. The EQ-i scales had a meaningful pattern of
convergent validities with respect to measures of normal personality, depression, somatic
symptomatology, intensity of affective experience and alexithymia. The reliability and
validity results for men and women were very similar. The communication skills are the
most significant life skills which we can develop, due to the fact that they enable us to
establish and maintain relations with the people around us. Also, Rhonda et al. (2006),
have shown that higher emotional intelligence was associated with less fatigue. The
psychosocial variables depression, anxiety, optimism, internal health locus of control,
amount of social support, and satisfaction with social support each partially mediated
between emotional intelligence and fatigue. Additionally, sleep quality partially mediated
between emotional intelligence and fatigue.
The data obtained in this paper provided that athletes practicing competitve sportshave
the ability to communicate with other persons and to establish social relations, as well as
maintain them. They are able to build and develop productive and close relations.
Morovere, they show development, commitment and trust in the persons around them, and
are emotionally open to them selves. These demonstrate that athletes can controlling these
communication areas, have the ability to understand the others for what they are, to trust in
others, as well as to gain the trust of others and to share their feelings with the others.
Appreciating the diversity and building, the trust is the most important characteristic for
the competitive athletes. Through sport, the athletes are appreciating diversity which is a
very important and inevitable skill in the relations with other co-athletes. this indicates that
they are efficiently interacting with other individuals, regardless of the culture, social
14
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status and ethnicity. It may be due to the socialization aspects involved by the sport
practice.
The lowest scores were obtained for self-revealing or communication of feelings. This
result indicates that athltes participated in the present study have difficulties in revealing
their thoughts and feelings to other persons. This is an aspect closely related to the ability
to provide reactions, as well as to the immature social development of the subjects.
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THE ROLE OF PNF TECHNIQUES IN IMPROVING THE JOINT
FLEXIBILITY IN 2ND AGE PEOPLE
Rolul tehnicilor FNP în ameliorarea mobilităţii articulare la persoanele de vârsta a IIa
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Rezumat. Caracterul ireversibil al proceselor de îmbătrânire a determinat îndreptarea atenţiei
specialiştilor mai mult către „profilaxia bătrâneţii” decât spre tratamentul ei. Considerăm că
"mobilitatea" fizică şi psihică reprezintă elementul cheie al menţinerii unei stări optime de sănătate,
respectiv a unei vieţi active până la vârste înaintate. Printre mijloacele de menţinere a „mobilităţii”
optime fizice şi psihice a individului kinetoprofilaxia – ca parte a kinetologiei – ocupă unul dintre
cele mai importante locuri. Experimentul efectuat urmăreşte să demonstreze aportul tehnicile FNP
la prelungirea tinereţii şi maturităţii biologice şi cronologice prin întreţinerea vigorii şi rezistenţei,
cu influenţarea tendinţei fiziologice de involuţie a organismului.
Cuvinte cheie: kinetoprofilaxie, sedentarism, tehnici FNP, mobilitate, vârsta a IIa
Abstract. The irreversible character of the aging processes has determined the specialists to
focus on the “old age prophylaxis” rather than on its treatment. We think that the physical and
psychic “ flexibility” represents the key- element in maintaining an optimum health condition,
respectively an active lifestyle until advanced ages. Among the means able to preserve the optimum
physical and psychic “flexibility”, kinesiprophylaxis – as part of kinesiology – takes one of the most
important places. The conducted experiment aims at proving the contribution of the PNF techniques
to the prolongation of youth and of the biological and chronological maturity through the
preservation of the body vigor and resistance, while influencing its physiological involution
tendency.
Key-words: kinesiprophylaxis, sedentary lifestyle, PNF techniques, flexibility, 2nd age.

Introduction
Automation and the labor technicality increase have determined an improvement of the
living standard, but this has led to the adoption of a more and more sedentary lifestyle. The
sedentariness generalization among the adult population represents a dangerous risk factor
for a great number of disorders, such as those of the NMAK apparatus. The lack of
movement accelerates the muscular hypotrophy processes and favors both the joint
amplitude limitation and the blood stasis at the tissue and organ levels. Consecutively, the
body vigor and resistance decrease, with negative influences on the motor, organic and
psychic functions (Bratu, 2011)
One of the main effects of sedentariness is represented by the locomotor apparatus
disorders, more exactly by a diminution of the physical properties of the muscles,
particularly of their strength and elasticity, with a negative impact on flexibility, especially
at the spine, shoulder and hip levels.
Inactivity also contributes to the emergence of obesity through the energetic
expenditure reduction, under the conditions of an extra- or abusive diet, as a result of the
continuous increase of the neuropsychic stress level.
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The individual’s aging represents the physiological process that starts even at the
conception moment and that generates alterations characteristic to the species all over his
life. It refers to a set of individual (biological, psychological) and social processes which,
during the final years of life, determine a decline of the body capacity to adapt to the
surrounding environment and to cope with it. At the joint level, the aging process affects
all the structures – synovial fluid and membrane, joint cartilages, intervertebral discs,
tendons etc.
Under the influence of the physiological processes of aging, cartilages are submitted to
a significant dehydration process, they turning into fibrocartilages. The hyaline joint
cartilage, which is translucent in the young people, becomes opaque and yellow in the
elderly. Its elasticity diminishes and predisposes to calcification and ossification.
The dehydration process, which tends to generalize with the aging, also influences the
synovial fluid secretion that quantitatively decreases. This favors the increase of intraarticular frictions during the movement, which leads to the onset of the arthrosic-type joint
degeneration processes (Popescu, 2005).
The capsular elasticity decline determines the joint amplitude limitation, particularly
manifested at the small joint level, with the risk of the emergence of the joint stiffness
phenomena (Cordun, 2011).
At the spinal column level, the diminution of the disc nucleus pulposus hydration leads
to the “vertebrae compaction” and, implicitly, to the flexibility decrease. At the same time,
it determines the reduction of the individual’s height because of the vertebral compaction
processes inevitable to the age (Popescu, 2005).
The conjunctive tissue elasticity alterations produced by age are global and equally
affect tendons, ligaments and skin, the elasticity of which is progressively lost. The
diminution of the ligament and tendon elasticity predisposes the individual to major
traumatic injuries, particularly at the bone component of the locomotor apparatus (Drăgan,
1993).
In order to reach some important objectives of kinesiprophylaxis and kinesitherapy,
respectively the joint flexibility preservation and increase, a series of specific means are
used and, among them, we think that the most efficient ones are the active and passive
dynamic physical exercises, the exercises with pulleys, with hangers and the PNF
techniques (Knot and Voss, 1986).
We should keep in mind that the work methodology for the flexibility exertion
observes a series of rules, from the type and the preparation modalities of the segments we
shall act on to the effective work algorithms and to the characteristics of the kinetic postaction recovery. Thus, it is important for us to prepare the planned structures for the
respective session through thermo- and electrotherapeutic procedures, through massage
and through active exercises rhythmically and slowly performed under the discharge
conditions, ended with a dynamic stretching, such as balancing and swinging movements
(Plas and Hagron, 2001).
Within the effective work, a particular emphasis should be placed on the prolonged
final tensions and on the specific modalities of action for the flexibility increase, achieved
under maximum stability conditions. In this sense, we must comply with the principles of
the treatment progressivity, complexity and individualization, this one being consistently
performed until the complete fulfillment of the pursued objectives and even after, in order
to diminish the recurrence risk. (Kiss, 1999)
Hypothesis of the research
If we use, for the 2nd age people who are clinically healthy, live a sedentary life and
have a reduced joint flexibility, the PNF techniques within a well-organized program –
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which is individualized and constantly followed – then their joint flexibility is obviously
improved, with a positive impact on the individual’s socio-professional activity.
Purpose of the research
Our study aims at validating the hypothesis and at constructing an efficient program
meant to increase the joint flexibility, by using the PNF techniques.

Fig. 1. Distribution of subjects on gender categories

Organization of the research
The research was conducted over a 6-month period, on a group made up of 10 subjects,
both males and females, aged between 40 and 50, belonging to different socio-professional
environments, but with sedentary professions. The 10 subjects were clinically healthy.
The subjects performed two sessions a week, each one lasting 45 minutes on an
average. Prior to their involvement into the program, all the subjects had a medical
examination at their family doctor, who assessed their health condition, and a functional
examination for the assessment of their joint flexibility degree. Particularities of the
kinesiprophylaxis sessions – the sessions were performed twice a week, each one lasted 45
minutes and was structured on 3 parts:
 The “warm-up” (preparation of the body for physical activity) – lasting from 5 to 10
minutes, it was achieved through free active mobilizations and dynamic stretching.
 The fundamental part – its duration was about 30 minutes, when we used the PNF
techniques, with an emphasis on the general techniques and on the special ones for the
flexibility promotion. (Namikoshi, 1999).
 In the program construction, we took into account the classical methodical principles
related to the execution of the PNF techniques and to the “decompensation movements”,
in order to increase the efficiency of the techniques and to diminish the fatigue
determined by the repetition of counter-resistive movements at the same level. We could
thus progressively increase the program duration up to approximately 30 minutes
(Xhardez, 1991).
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 The “post-effort recovery” – lasting from 5 to 10 minutes, it was achieved through static
stretching, free active mobilizations under antideclive and discharge conditions and
breathing exercises.
In order to avoid the body adaptation to a certain type of exertion and also the body
overstraining, we used in each session two general PNF techniques and a special one for
the flexibility promotion at each articular level. The techniques were individually
approached, depending on the purpose to be reached in each session and on the real motor
possibilities of each subject.
Table.1. The exercises used within the kinesiprophylaxis programs were structured as follows

Program 1
Shoulder –AI
RI
ROAntg
CV – SI
IS
ROAg
Hip – SIR
RI
ROAntg

Program 2
Hip – SI
RI
AMRO
CV – SIR
IS
ROAntg
Shoulder – AI
RI
RHAntg

Program 3
Shoulder – IS
RI
SIR
CV – SIR
PR
ROAntg
Hip – MARO
RI
AI

Program 4
Hip – AMRO
RI
ROAg
CV –ROAg
PR
AI
Shoulder – AMRO
RI
IS

Presentation, analysis and interpretation of the results
The clinical study was conducted on a group made up of 10 subjects, both males and
females, aged between 40 and 50, belonging to different socio-professional environments,
but with sedentary professions, who were clinically healthy.
The distribution of subjects on genders was relatively balanced, slightly in favor of the
feminine gender (6 subjects).

40%
M

F

60%

Fig.2. Distribution of subjects on gender categories
The interval during which we conducted the study allowed us to emphasize the
influence played by the organized movement – under the form of PNF techniques – on the
body, more exactly on the “flexibility” component that we had in view. We performed
initial and final assessments for some flexibility indices, respectively the movement
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amplitudes in both the shoulder and the hip joints, assessed through direct goniometric
measurements, and also at the spine level, assessed through indirect measurements –
Schober’s index and finger-floor index.
Table.2. The flexibility parameters for the shoulder joint registered the following evolution

Initial value
(I.V.)
Final value
(F.V.)
F.V. - I.V.

Flexion

Extension

Abduction

Internal
rotation (i.r.)

External
rotation (e.r.)

154.9

35.4

155

59.8

57.8

163.5

43.6

167.6

72.4

68.4

9.6

8.2

12.6

12.6

10.6

The obtained results after the initial and final assessments can be graphically expressed
as follows
I.V.

F.V.

F.V. - I.V.

200
150
100
50
0

Fig.3. Results after the initial and final assessments
We can notice differences of about 10 between the initial and final values, without
significant differences between the recorded values on the movement directions used to
make the determinations. But there are rather big differences between the values registered
by each subject on the movement directions, aspects highlighted in the graph no4:
FL

EX

ABD

I.R.

E.R.

25
20
15
10
5
0
M.N. G.N. C.S. P.D. E.B. E.M. B.E. B.L.
Fig.4. Evolution of the values recorded
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By comparing the evolution of the values recorded by all the subjects for the same
parameter, we can see that it has a relatively uniform aspect, which emphasizes the
homogeneous influence of the PNF techniques on all the types of movements in the
shoulder joint. This fact has determined us to consider that the registered evolution is due to
the implemented programs.
There are significant differences between the evolutions of the same parameter in
different subjects, even if the evolution of parameters in each subject is constant. These
differences are mainly determined by the degree of consistency with which the subjects
have come to the gym, by the conscientiousness with which they have participated in the
program completion and by their motivation.
We can also notice that the best evolution was registered by the subjects with a high
intellectual level, as well as by those whose initial values were relatively good.
Table. 3. The flexibility parameters for the hip joint registered the following
evolution:
Flexion

Extension

Abduction

Internal rotation External
rotation

Initial value

75.3

8.9

45.1

30.1

33.4

Final value

85.2

14.1

57.1

40.4

26.1

F.V. - I.V.

9.9

5.2

12

10.3

7.3

The obtained results after the initial and final assessments can be graphically
expressed as follows:

I.V.

F.V.

F.V. - I.V.

90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

FL

EX

ABD

I.R.

E.R.

Fig.4. Obtained results after the initial and final assessments
We can notice different evolutions of the parameters on movement groups, the best
evolution being registered for abduction and flexion, which can be explained by the high
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degree of exertion of these movements in the daily activities. Another explanation could
be given by the increased level of the initial values.
There are relatively big differences between the values recorded by each subject on
the movement directions, aspects highlighted in the following graph:

FL

EX

ABD

I.R.

E.R.

25
20
15
10
5
0

Fig .5. comparing the evolution of the values
By comparing the evolution of the values recorded by all the subjects for the same
parameter, we can see that it has a relatively uniform aspect, which emphasizes the
homogeneous influence of the PNF techniques on all the types of movements in the hip
joint. This fact has determined us to consider that the registered evolution is due to the
implemented programs.
There are significant differences between the evolutions of the same parameter in
different subjects, even if the evolution of parameters in each subject is constant. These
differences are mainly determined by the degree of consistency with which the subjects
have come to the gym, by the conscientiousness with which they have participated in the
program completion and by their motivation. We can also notice that the best evolution
was registered by the subjects with a high intellectual level, as well as by those whose
initial values were relatively good.
Table 4. The flexibility indices for the spinal column registered the following
evolution:
Schober’s index

Finger-floor index

Initial value

22.3

27.3

Final value

17.7

16

.F.V. - I.V.

4.6

11.3

The obtained results after the initial and final assessments can be graphically
expressed as follows:
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I.V.
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Fig .6. Results after the initial and final assessments
We can notice the same positive evolution of the two indices, even if it isn’t
concordant in all of the cases. The lack of concordance results from the differences related
to the regional fat tissue deposition and to the body weight, some subjects being
normoponderal and others with overweight. The differences between the values recorded
by each subject for the two indices are emphasized in the following graph:
I.S.

I. D-S

20
15
10
5
0
M.N. G.N.

C.S.

P.D.

E.B. E.M. B.E.

B.L.

P.R.

P.I.

Fig.7. Evolution of the values recorded
By comparing the evolution of the values recorded by all the subjects for the same
index, we can see that it has a relatively non-uniform aspect, which emphasizes that, at the
spinal column level, the body reaction to movement is not as prompt as in the case of the
limb joints. However, the PNF techniques have considerably improved, in some cases, the
spine degree of flexibility, which renders them useful at this level, too.
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Conclusions
After the data analysis, processing and interpretation, we can draw the following
conclusions:
Kinesiology finds its justification as an active factor in the aging prophylaxis, but also
as a factor with influences on the socio-human behavior, due to the communication
relation between the subject and the kinesitherapist, on the one hand, and among the
subjects integrated in the same group, on the other hand. The PNF techniques, besides
their important therapeutic role, also find their utility as prophylactic means. The more the
aging prophylaxis means, including the PNF techniques, are precociously used, the more
their effectiveness increases, by preventing thus, to a greater extent, the emergence of the
characteristic phenomena.
The higher the subjects’ intellectual level, the more they are aware of the physical
exercise utility in the aging prevention, which makes them more cooperative and
motivated. By using the PNF techniques, all the locomotor apparatus components are
systematically involved into movement, which reduces the effects of the lack of movement
and delays the onset of the degenerative-type processes characteristic to aging.
On the completion of the organized physical program, the subjects considerably
improved their psychic condition, which also determined the increase of their cooperation
and motivation levels.
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STUDY ON THE SURVIVAL OF PATIENTS DIAGNOSED WITH
GASTRIC CANCER
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Rezumat. Cancerul gastric (GC) este o boală descrisă încă din anul 3000 iH în hieroglife și
papirsurile egiptene, cu o importanță majoră în evoluția populațiilor de-a lungul timpului, cu
variabilitate crescută și incidență modificată de schimbările etnice, culturale și socioeconomice ale
societății. Adenocarcinomul gastric este una dintre cele mai frecvente tumori maligne la nivel
mondial. Un subtip majore de Carcinomul gastric (tip intestinal) este rezultatul final al unei serii de
mutaţii şi transformarea celulară încă din primul deceniu de viaţă. Studiul de față reprezintă un
studiu epidemiologic - descriptiv, prin care se încearcă descrierea cât mai exactă a fenomenelor
carcinomului gastric, a incidenței bolii în raport cu genul și vârsta pacienților, precum și rata de
supraviețuire a acestora. Conform rezultatelor studiului nostru, se estimează că media timpului de
supraviețuire în funcție de sex este de 5.2 luni la pacientii de sex femin și 7.3 luni la pacienții de sex
masculin. Curba de supraviețuire arată ca subiecții de sex masculin au supraviețuit mai mult (29 de
luni), spre deosebire de subiecții de sex feminin (23 de luni). Dorim ca rezultatele acestui studiului
descriptiv să ducă la emiterea de ipoteze privind asociaţiile epidemiologice, ipoteze care pot fi
testate şi demonstrate prin studiile analitice ulterioare, deoarece, fără cunoştinţele fundamentale
furnizate de studiile descriptive, este imposibil să ne punem întrebări despre etiologii sau efecte ale
tratamentelor ce pot fi utilizate în managementul carcinomului gastric.
Cuvinte cheie: stomac, carcinom gastric, supraviețuire, curba Kaplan Meier, vârstă, sex;
Abstract. Gastric Cancer (GC) is a malady described since the year 3000 B.C. in the Egyptian
hieroglyphs and papyruses, with a major significance for the populations’ evolution in time, high
variance and incidence modified by ethnic, cultural and socio-economic changes of the society.
Gastric carcinoma is one of the most common malignancies worldwide. One major subtype of
gastric carcinoma ("intestinal type") is the end-result of a series of mutations and cell
transformation begun in the first decade of life. This study represents an epidemiologic – descriptive
research which seeks to describe, as accurately as possible, the gastric carcinoma phenomena, the
disease incidence in terms of patients’ age and gender, as well as their survival rate. Based on the
results of our study, it is estimated that the average survival period depending on gender is of 5.2
months for the female patients and of 7.3 months for the male patients. The survival graph shows a
higher survival period in male subjects (29 months) as opposed to female subjects (23 months). It is
our desire for the results of this descriptive study to lead to assumptions on the epidemiological
associations, assumptions which can be tested and attested by subsequent analytical studies because
without the basic knowledge, provided by descriptive studies, it is impossible to raise questionson
the idiopathies or effects of treatments that can be used in the gastric cancer management.
Key words: stomach, gastric carcinoma, survival, Kaplan Meier curve, age, gender;

Introducere
The stomach is a hallow organ designed to store food while a series of mechanical and
chemical processes are occurring: mixing food with gastric juice, bromide formation,
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stomach content emptying in the duodenum. The stomach wall thickness is of about 3 mm
(Chiriac, 1991). Gastric carcinoma (GC) is one of the most common malignancies
worldwide (Zhao, Zhang and Wang, 2013). Cancer morbidity results in large part from
metastases, and a majority of patients with advanced cancer die due to complications by
metastases. Integrated research in molecular pathology over the past 15 years has
uncovered the molecular mechanism of invasion and metastasis in gastric cancer (Yasui et
al., 2005).
Since 1975 it was postulated that one major subtype of gastric carcinoma ("intestinal
type") is the end-result of a series of mutations and cell transformation begun in the first
decade of life. The mutagen could be a nitroso compound synthesised in the upper
gastrointestinal tract by the action of nitrite (i.e., from food or saliva) on naturally
occurring nitrogen compounds (Correa et al.,1975).
In 1998 the Japanese Research Society for the Study of Gastric Cancer establishes the
name and location of 16 ganglia stations of major significance for the gastric neoplasm
staging and the surgical treatment approach (JRSGC).
Gastric Cancer (GC) is a malady described since the year 3000 B.C. in the Egyptian
hieroglyphs and papyruses, with a major significance for the populations’ evolution in
time, high variance and incidence modified by ethnic, cultural and socio-economic
changes of the society. The most frequently imported age decades are the 5-7 decades
(Angelescu, 2003). Studies in this area have established that the highest incidence of this
malady is encountered in Eastern Asia, Eastern Europe and parts of Central and South
America. This malady is twice more frequent in the male population as opposed to the
female population (see Table 1).
Tabel 1. Freeuse licence as is (Globocan, 2003)

Prevalence
at 5 years

Deaths

Prev la 5
ani

640

463

1050

348

273

548

988

736

1598

173

110

361

101

70

193

274

180

554

467

353

688

246

202

354

713

555

1042

10

9

13

8

8

11

18

17

24

54

40

89

35

27

56

89

67

145

15

14

19

8

7

10

23

21

29

99

79

138

66

54

89

165

133

227

Cases

Cases

World wide
Developed
regions
Less
developed
regions
WHO Africa
region
(AFRO)
WHO
Americas
region
(PAHO)
WHO East
Mediterranean
region
(EMRO)
WHO Europe

Both gender
Deaths

Female
Prevalence
at 5 years

Male
Deaths

Estimated nos.
(thousands)

Cases

26

26

27
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region
(EURO)
WHO SouthEast
Asia region
(SEARO)
WHO
Western
Pacific region
(WPRO)
IARC
membership
(22 countries)
United States
of America
China
India
European
Union
(EU-27)

39

37

39

28

25

28

67

62

67

420

282

749

201

150

350

621

432

1099

190

119

392

110

75

206

300

194

598

13

6

20

8

4

12

21

10

32

315
21

231
20

466
15

148
13

121
12

214
10

463
34

352
32

680
25

50

37

74

32

24

47

82

61

121

Material and method
This study represents an epidemiologic – descriptive research which seeks to describe,
as accurately as possible, the gastric carcinoma phenomena, the disease incidence in terms
of patients’ age and gender, as well as their survival rate.
Subjects of the study
This study was conducted on a number of 103 cases, with the age between 32 and 85
years, of which 34 female subjects representing a weighted frequency of 32.7 %, and 69
male subjects representing a weighted frequency of 67.3% in the total subjects
The study was carried out at the Urgent University Hospital, Bucharest. All patients
have agreed to be included in the study and for the study results to be published in this
paper or in future papers.
Analysis of the survival data, out of which the following have been used;
Kaplan-Meier Method – is a non-parametrical method of survival estimation, the
survival being estimated every time a patient dies (the pre-established event occurs). The
steps of this method are:
 listing the survival period during which the pre-established event occurs since the
subject was included in the study (participation period);
 for each participation period, determining the number of patients who are still in the
study – patients who have not reached the pre-established event (death),
 determining the number of patients who have achieved the pre-established event
during the period,
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 calculating the probability of death for each participation period. The Kaplan-Meier
procedure provides the exact survival percenrage because it uses the exact survival
period.
Inclusion criteria. The study inclusion criterion was represented by the presence of
gastric carcinoma diagnosis.
Results
Table 2. Means and medians for survival period depending on the gender
Meana

Median
95% Confidence

Sex

Estimate

Std.
Error

F

5.262

M

7.388

Ove 6.720
rall

Interval
Lower

Upper

Estimate

Std.
Error

1.434

2.451

8.073

3.000

1.188

5.058

9.717

.934

4.888

8.552

95%
Confidence
Interval
Lower

Upper

1.523

.016

5.984

6.000

1.748

2.575

9.425

3.000

1.396

.264

5.736

Fig. 1 Kaplan_Meier survival curve depending on the patients’ age
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Fig. 2. Kaplan_Meier survival curve depending on the gender

Discussions and conclusions
The worldwide researches have shown that the European countries have the highest
gastric cancer prevalence per 5 years and incidence in 2012, in case of both genders.
According to the results of our study, it is estimated that the survival period average
depending on the gender is of 5.2 months in female patients and of 7.3 months in male
patients. Based on Kaplan-Meier curve, the patient with the highest survival period is the
female patient of age 32, having a 20 months period since the last presentation.
Most patients are of 69 years, with a survival period of 23 months and a survival
period average, afferent to this age, of 7 months since the last presentation.
It is estimated that 50% of female patients have survived under 3 months since the last
presentation and 50% have survived above 3 months, with a standard error of 2.5 months.
With regard to the male patients, it is considered that 50% have survived under 6 months
since the last presentation and 50% above, with a standard error of 0.264. The survival rate
shows that the male subjects have survived longer (29 months) as opposed to the female
subjects (23 months).
To conclude, it is our desire that the results of this descriptive will lead to assumptions
on the epidemiological associations, assumptions which can be tested and attested by
subsequent analytical studies because without the basic knowledge, provided by
descriptive studies, it is impossible to raise questions on the idiopathies or effects of
treatments that can be used in the gastric cancer management.
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THE CONNECTION BETWEEN THE EVALUATION TESTS FOR
BALANCE AND THE EVALUATION TESTS FOR THE
TECHNICAL TRAINING ON THE BEAM IN THE INITIAL
TRAINING FOR FEMININE ARTISTIC GYMNASTICS
Legătura între probele de verificare a echilibrului şi probele de evaluare a pregătirii
tehnice la bârnă, în cadrul pregătirii iniţiale la Gimnastică artistică feminină
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Rezumat. În vederea aprofundării investigaţiei asupra grupului de studiu (format din 18
gimnaste debutante), a rafinării observaţiei sistematice şi a verificării ipotezei am realizat analiza
corelaţională (prin aplicarea coeficientului de corelaţie Pearson) între rezultatele obţinute la probe
de echilibru şi date înregistrate la probe de evaluare a pregătirii tehnice la bârnă, toate fiind
descrise în această lucrare.
Cuvinte cheie: corelaţie, pregătire iniţilă, Gimnastică artistică feminină, evaluarea echilibrului,
bârnă.
Abstract. In view of a deeper investigation regarding the study group (formed from 18 debutante
gymnasts), of a better systematic observation and of verifying of the hypothesis I applied the analysis
of correlation (by applying the Pearson correlation coefficient) between the results that were
obtained at the balance tests and the data that were obtained at the evaluation tests in the technical
training on the beam, all of which are being described in this paper.
Key words: correlation, initial training, feminine artistic gymnastics, balance evaluation, beam

Introduction
Choosing and conceiving the tests was the result of a thorough documenting activity
and of various trials over a period of time during the activity with the children. The
selection was based upon the practical experience accumulated over the years. Therefore,
some tests were taken from the Romanian field literature and/or adapted to the needs of
the study, while others were created especially for the study.
Aim

The aim consists in presenting the elements which the tests for the balance
control on the beam (both static and dynamic) have in common with the
evaluation tests of the technical training on the beam.
Hypothesis
There is a significant link between various tests regarding balance and certain
evaluation tests of the technical training on the beam.
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Material and method
Description of the tests
The following tests were elaborated for the evaluation of the components at which the
study is aiming:
A.Tests for evaluating the static balance (T.S.B.) and the dynamic balance (T.D.B.)
8.Static balance– T.S.B.
“Standing on tiptoes (on both feet)”. The test is being carried out on various types of
surface, according to age, as follows: - at the age of 5 on the low beam
 at the age of 6 on the medium beam
 at the age of 7 on the competition beam
The evaluation of the static balance was carried out using the Bruininks-Oseretsky
balance test (containing 8 items), from which I selected item 2 because the dynamics is
adequate to the training level of the gymnasts. In order to be as close as possible to the
specific activities and the working conditions in feminine gymnastics I adapted the test by
maintaining the tiptoed position and by replacing the balance beam with the low, medium
and big beam (according to the age of the gymnasts) which have dimensions similar to
those described in the test.
Scoring. The Bruininks-Oseretsky test states that in order to get the maximum number
of points (10), the gymnast should be able to hold the correct position for 10 seconds. We
have adapted the scoring modality by taking into account the maximum time of
withholding a position. The timer stops when the heels lower under 45° (after the alert).
Two trials are granted. Details regarding the modality in which the test is being carried out
can be found in “Metode de psihodiagnostic” (V. Horghidan, 1997, p.168).
9.Dynamic balance – D.B.T.
Sequence 1: walking alongside the narrow edge of the beam, dismounting by jumping
with both legs and landing on a mattress (50/50 cm) or small platform; sequence 2:
walking on the gym bench, turning in the center by 360° with successive steps (on flat
foot), dismounting by jumping with both legs and landing on a mattress (50/50 cm);
sequence 3: turning by 180° (with successive steps) on the floor, mounting on the turned
over gym bench, walking on tiptoes, dismounting by jumping with two legs and landing
on a mattress (50/50 cm); sequence 4: walking on the medium beam, dive jumping at the
end (both legs) and landing on the mattress; sequence 5: mounting on the competition
beam (high beam), walking to the end of it and dismounting by jumping with both legs
(landing on the mattress).
Scoring. 10 points, of which 2 points for each sequence that was carried out correctly.
2 points are being taken for not carrying out correctly the dynamics. 1 point is being taken
for falling off the bench or the beam, for incomplete turnings while walking on the bench,
for unbalanced landing on both legs and/or if the gymnast pushes from one leg when
jumping.
Scoring system ( for the 5 dynamics cumulated): very good: 9-10 points; good: 6-8 p.;
sufficient: 4-5 p.; insufficient: below 4 p.
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B.Evaluation tests of the technical content on the beam – E.T.B.
E.T.B. 1. On the low and/or medium beam, showing the capacity of maintaining
balance in various high positions, by passing successively from one position to another,
such as: transversally standing on tiptoes, descending on the whole sole, stepping forward
(left or right foot) in the position of anterior-posterior standing, rising on tiptoes and
passing into anterior -posterior standing on tiptoes, turning by 90° (to the left or right,
depending on the foot that is positioned forwardly) – longitudinal standing, rising on
tiptoes and turning by 90° (to the left or right), dismounting on flat foot, passing on to
transversal standing; stepping forward into standing on one leg while the other one is bent
backwards (thighs close to one another), stepping forward with the leg bent backwards
into standing on one leg while the other one is leaning forward and flexed to 90°, stepping
forward into standing on one leg while the other one is stretched and raised to 45°,
stepping forward into standing on one leg with the other one passé forward. The position
of the arms is not being specified, as they are normally kept in the main or the most
frequent positions (on the hips, laterally, forward) or are carrying out the moves necessary
for maintaining the balance.
Scoring: it has to be said that we evaluate the ten positions marked in the text with
italics. One point is accorded for each one that is correctly carried out. Total: 10 points.
Falling off the beam is being penalized by 0,5 points.
B.T.B.2. On the low or medium beam the gymnast will successively carry out the
following dynamic actions: moving forward by crawling in a sitting position up to the
middle of the beam – moving forward on the knees up to the end of the beam – standing up
– walking backwards up to the end of the beam, turning by 90° (to the left), passing into
crouch position – moving laterally to the right in crouch position up to the center of the
beam – moving laterally to the left up to the end of the beam, turning by 90°- raising in
standing position, turning by 180° (to the left/right) with successive steps – walking
forward to the middle of the beam and continuing walking on tiptoes up to the end of the
beam – turning by 90° (to the left) and walking laterally to the left up to the center of the
beam – walking laterally to the right up to the end of the beam.
Scoring: one point is given for correctly carrying out each walking variant or dynamic
action marked in italics. Total: 10 points. Falling off the beam is being penalized by 0,5
points.
Scoring system for the evaluation tests of technical training on the beam (after one
year’s training. Considering the unitary grading system (0-10 points) for each test, the
same system will be applied as follows:
Score

Points

Very good

9 – 10 points

Good

6,50 – 8,50 points

Sufficient

4 – 6 points

Insufficient

below 4 points

Subjects. The study focused on 18 gymnasts aging 6½ to 7½, all of them in an initial
stage of their training and belonging to the initiation groups of the School Sporting Club
Sibiu. The dynamic experience of the subjects when being evaluated was 2-2½ years.
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Content of the study. The study consisted in collecting data during one week in June
2013. During the first stage we evaluated the balance capacity, in a second stage, the level
of specific technical skills on the beam. From the beginning of the scholarly year 20122013 the group of subjects we studied followed a special program of psychodynamic
evolution which stressed the main psychodynamic components: balance and dynamic
coordination. Specific skills and dynamic abilities were formed, as well as (among others)
elements and technical proceedings for the competition tests on the beam. The variables
subjected to the study were the following: static equilibrium, dynamic equilibrium and two
kinds of testing the specific technical content on the beam (one of which consists in
maintaining high positions in a certain succession and a test consisting in a succession of
various moves).

Results
Table 1. Results at the evaluation tests of dynamic equilibrium and of technical
training on the beam
Age

Results of the tests
Dynamic balance
Points
Score

Beam (E. T.B. 2)
Points Score

Nr.
crt.

Subject

1.

A.A.

6,6

10

v.good

9.5

v. good

2

C.A.

7,1

10

v.good

9

v.good

3.

G.D.

6,4

10

v.good

9.5

v.good

4.

H.M.

7,3

8

good

8.5

good

5.

J.I.

6,5

10

v.good

10

v.good

6.

J.A.

6,3

10

v. good

10

v.good

7.

L.P.

7,2

9

v.good

9

v.good

8.

M.E.

6,5

7

good

7.5

good

9.

M.I.

6,1

7

good

6.5

good

10.

M.C.

6,6

10

v.good

10

v.good

11.

M.D.

7,2

7

good

6

sufficie
nt

12.

P.R.

6,7

10

v.good

9.5

v.good

13.

S.L.

6,9

8

good

7.5

good

14.

T.I.

7,1

8

good

8.5

good

15.

T.S.

6,0

9

v.good

8

good

16.

T.M.

6,6

7

good

5.5

sufficie
nt

17.

Ţ.D.

6,9

8

good

9

v.good

18.

V.I.

6,1

7

good

6

sufficie
nt

(in years and
months)
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Arithmetic mean

8.61

-

8.31

-

Nr. score „v.good”

-

9

-

9

Nr. scores „good”

-

9

-

6

Nr. scores „sufficient”

-

0

-

3

Nr. scores„insufficient”

-

0

-

0

Table 2. Results at the evaluation tests of static balance and technical training on
the beam

(in years and
months)

Results of the tests
Static
Beam (E. T.B.1.)
balanc
e on
Points Points
Score

A.A.

6,6

50

10

v.good

2

C.A.

7,1

20

9

v.good

3.

G.D.

6,4

40

10

v.good

4.

H.M.

7,3

15

8

good

5.

J.I.

6,5

22

9.5

v.good

6.

J.A.

6,3

48

10

v.good

7.

L.P.

7,2

10

9

v.good

8.

M.E.

6,5

12

7

good

9.

M.I.

6,1

21

5

sufficient

10.

M.C.

6,6

37

10

v.good

11.

M.D.

7,2

16

4.5

sufficient

12.

P.R.

6,7

24

8

good

13.

S.L.

6,9

10

5.5

sufficient

14.

T.I.

7,1

23

7

good

15.

T.S.

6,0

26

7.5

good

16.

T.M.

6,6

16

4

sufficient

17.

Ţ.D.

6,9

18

9

v.good

18.

V.I.

6,1

20

6

sufficient

Arithmetic mean

23.78

7.72

-

Nr. scores „v.good”

-

-

8

Nr. scores „good”

-

-

5

Nr. scores „sufficient”

-

-

5

Nr. scores „insufficient”

-

-

0

Nr.
crt.

Subject

1.

Age
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These are the results we obtained after calculating the Pearson correlation coefficient
of the data regarding the tests that were mentioned above.
According to image 1., a very good correlation (0,893) was obtained between the
results of the subjects who were studied at the dynamic equilibrium test (D.E.T.) and the
data at the evaluation of the technical content on the beam (E.T.B. 2).

Fig.1. Very good correlation
Image nr. 2 shows a good to medium correlation (0,607) between the results at the
evaluation of static equilibrium on both legs (E.S.E.) and the data at the evaluation of the
specific technical content on the beam (E.T.B.1.).

Fig. 2. Medium to good correlation
Conclusions
The scores that were obtained by calculating the correlations show common elements
among the variables subjected to the study, thus confirming the hypothesis on which this
study was founded.
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The results strengthen our conviction that the evaluation process of one important
psychodynamic aptitude – equilibrium (both static and dynamic) in feminine artistic
gymnastics - is a decisive process in view of reaching the objectives of initial training.

Discussions
Considering the well known idea stating that the level of learning conditions …the
level of the final competence of the gymnast one can make some short term predictions
regarding the evolution of the gymnasts by analyzing the quality of their training on all
levels (dynamic, psychodynamic, technical, artistic, psychological).
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Rezumat. Frecvenţa accidentelor traumatice a crescut semnificativ în ultima sută de ani paralel
cu dezvoltarea activităţilor sportive. Accidentele traumatice sunt cele mai complexe şi grave entităţi
clinice ce apar în activitatea sportivă. Aprofundarea aspectelor dismorfofuncţionale determinate de
solicitările şi suprasolicitările impuse de efort aparatului locomotor la sportiv reprezintă o
necesitate, ca urmare a faptului că apariţia lor afectează randamentul sportiv prin sistarea
antrenamentelor şi a competiţiilor. Deşi respectă schemele generale de recuperare, kinetoterapia în
traumatismele musculare ale sportivului prezintă o serie de particularităţi. Acestea sunt generate
atât de tipurile lezionale şi de modificările de substrat fiziopatologic induse de efortul sportiv cât şi
de necesitatea recuperării în timp minim şi până la „restitutio ad integrum”. Considerăm oportună
structurarea unui program de recuperare în leziunile musculare ale sportivului. Acesta va fi
individualizat în funcţie de tipul lezional, particularităţile individului, sportul practicat, reacţia
acestuia la tratament etc. Kinetoterapeutul construieşte şi urmăreşte programele kinetice pe
parcursul întregului proces de recuperare. El contribuie, împreună cu medicul echipei şi cu
antrenorul, şi la reintegrarea sportivului în activitatea de antrenament, în condiţiile diminuării
riscului de apariţie a recidivei.
Cuvinte cheie: leziuni musculare, sportiv, kinetoterapie
Abstract: The rate of traumatic injuries has significantly increased during the last 100 years, in
parallel with the development of sports activities. Traumatic injuries are the most complex and
severe clinical entities that occur in the sports activity. A thorough study of the dysmorphicfunctional aspects determined by the exertions and overexertions on the athlete’s locomotor
apparatus represents a necessity, as a consequence of the fact that their emergence affects the sports
efficiency because the training sessions and the competitions must be stopped. Although it keeps to
the general recovery schemes, kinesitherapy in the athlete’s muscle injuries has a series of
particularities generated by the injury types and the physiopathological layer alterations resulted
from the sports effort and also by the necessity of the minimum recovery time until the “restitutio ad
integrum”. We consider opportune to structure a recovery program for the athlete’s muscle injuries.
This program will be individualized depending on the injury type, the individual’s particularities, the
performed sports, the athlete’s reaction to treatment etc. The kinesitherapist constructs and monitors
the kinetic programs all over the recovery process. He also contributes, together with the team
physician and the coach, to the athlete’s reintegration in the training activity, under the conditions
of a diminished recurrence risk.
Key-words: muscular injuries, athlete, kinesitherapy.

Introduction
If for most of the individuals the physical exercise is a factor for the health condition
maintaining, for the performance athletes it may become, under certain circumstances,a
harmful factor (Bratu, 2011). While practicing the physical exercises and sports, both the
athletes and the non-athletes can be subject to injuries, the traumatic ones being the most
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frequently met. Any sports practitioner takes the risk of being injured during the sports
activityor as a consequence of theaccumulation over time of the negative local effects
determined by the specific effort, with the emergence of the so-called “overexertion”
injuries.
About 75% out of the total number of injuries that occur during the sports practiceare
met in those who practiceleisure sports, therefore in amateurs.
The rate of traumatic injuries has significantly increased during the last 100 years, in
parallel with the development of sports activities. Inthe United States, for instance, more
than 10 million athletesare yearly treated for traumatic injuriesproducedduring the sports
activities. Due to the specific character of the recovery in sports activities, the traumatic
pathology in athletes often raisesdifficult problems particularly related to treatment and
recovery (Bratu, ,2013).
Because of its position, the muscle is subject,more frequently than the bone or the
joint, to injuriescaused either byexternal forces – a traumatic agent or by internal forces –
responsible for thedisturbance of the muscular contraction coordination. (Cordun, 2009)
Issued from the mismatch between the action of the agonist and antagonist muscles or
from the lack of synchronization in the actions of different neuromuscular units,
determined by exertions exceeding the momentary possibilities of the muscle / fatigue,
orfrom the eccentric muscular contraction which is suddenly stopped, the muscle
painsoccur during the effort, immediately after the effort or in the course of time.
According to Dumitru (1994), they are classified in:acute functional muscle pains,
extrinsic and intrinsic muscular injuries, muscle painsmanifested longtime after the effort
and muscle pains determined by the effort repetition over time.
Diagnosis. Anamnesis aims at identifying the forces responsible for the injury
production, their way of action, the facilitating factors and the subjective signs. Clinical
examination takes place in clino- and orthostatism, being represented by inspection,
palpation and functional assessment. Palpation is performed in different functional
positions and aims atdetermining the conditions in which the provoked pain has emerged
andirradiated.Functional assessment is related tothe active movements, the passive
movements and the active movements against resistance.
The muscle tear is the injury produced by an external vulnerant agent that is very
brutal and acts on the tensed muscle or by an exaggerated effort performed by a muscle
which is either tiredor incompletely / incorrectly prepared for the effort. Usually, the most
affected are following muscles:rectus abdominis, quadriceps and biceps brachialis.
(Dumitru, 1991)
The partial muscle tear defines the muscle continuity interruption in many muscular
fascicles, without affecting the epimisyum.
The total muscle tear is characterized by the completeinterruption of a muscle
continuity, depending on the injury location;we can thus distinguish the tear in the full
muscle mass (muscle body) and the muscular-tendinous disinsertion.
Clinical examination is marked by a syncopal painthatremains sharp, strong and
permanent and that can even generate a traumaticshock, as well as by the total functional
impotence. At the inspection, immediately after the accident,we can see a notchsurrounded
by globulous tumefactions due to the retraction of thetorn heads of the injured muscle. On
palpation, the continuity solution is highlighted. The passive mobilizations of the segment
are possible, but they generate pain. Ballotation is abolished. MAL and MAR are
impossible.
The immediate therapeutic attitude is decisivein this injury-type evolution, the most
indicated being the promptsurgical intervention. The first aid consists of analgesia,
immobilization with posture in the muscle shortening position, by getting thus closer the
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injured heads and by diminishing the local hemorrhage, and the urgent transportation to
the hospital for a surgical treatment.
The evolution is strictly dependent on the promptness and correctness of the treatment
initiation, the most beneficial approach being the quick surgical intervention (2 weeks at
the most) with immobilization in the shortened position for 21 days. If the treatment has
been correct and complete, the reintegration into activity is possible within about 12
weeks.
Complications and after-effects are caused by thediffuse hemorrhage between fibers
and the collagen-forming fascicles, which determine hypoflexibility and healing with
fibrous scars. These generate the muscle hypotrophy, as a result of immobilization.
Another complication is represented by the calcific myositis, determined by the hematoma
organization and impregnation with calcium salts. This will generate pains at the muscle
contraction, followed by the lack oflocal exertion and, implicitly, bythe atrophy due to
non-utilization.
The immediate therapeutic behavior consists of:








interrupting the kinetic activity;
applying the compressive contention – with an elastic bandage that mustclearly
exceed the focal injury. Contention will be tightly applied within the first 20 minutes,
under the control of the distal pulse perception and without producing pain, then it
willbe gently released;
local refrigeration – different techniques are used, by avoiding the direct contact
between the thermic agent and the tegument, because it can act as a stimulus, by
determining the muscle contraction. Refrigeration shouldn’t be applied for more than
15 to 20 minutes, because beyond this duration the vasodilatation will occur. The
prerequisite for an efficient refrigeration is to obtain a local temperature below 15o;
discharging the injured limb from any exertion;
analgesic, antideclive posturing – that should be maintained within the first 48 hours
after the traumatism.

ATTENTION! – the effort won’t be continued;
– local massage is not allowed;
– no muscular traumatism will be ignored, by promptly intervening in any situation.
The delayed therapeutic behavior will be differentiated depending on the injury
severity and on theavailable time – we shouldn’t ever forget, regardless of the time
pressure, that the recovery must bedone until the “restitutio ad integrum”. According to
Dumitru (1994), the periodization of the methodological objectives related to the treatment
and recovery of the muscle injuries is the following:
 First period – rest and pain removal;
 Second period – anti-inflammatory and muscle remodeling;
 Third period– intensification of specific exertions;
 Fourth period– the specific training resuming.
 The first period,destined to rest and the pain removal, is characterized by:
 duration, depending on the injury severity, between 1 and 15 days;
 used means: posturing; compressive contention; cryotherapy; physiotherapy;
symptomatic medication.
The most efficient rest is obtained by:
 positioning the muscle in the internal course (the muscle heads must be close);
 traveling under total discharge;
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 placing the affected segment in the antideclive position.
Pain is removed through:
 cryotherapy;
 pressopuncture – dispersion;
 analgesic electrotherapy – galvanizations; ionogalvanizations; diadynamic currents;
diapulse; laser; electropuncture;
 medication withlocal and general administration etc.
The second period, which is anti-inflammatory and for the muscle remodeling, is
characterized by:
duration, depending on the injury severity,between the 3rd and the 22nd day;
 used means: electrotherapy; thermotherapy; massage.
 active muscular work.
Inflammation is removed through:
o analgesic and anti-inflammatory electrotherapy: simple galvanizations;
ionogalvanizations; diadynamic currents (D.F., P.S., P.L.); diapulse; laser;
o thermotherapy: warm balneotherapy (35); cryotherapy.
 The muscle remodeling is achieved through:
o active muscular work;
o massage: in the water (underwater shower) and on dry land, the Cyriax technique
(Cyriax,J. 1971); classical massage – longitudinally performed, along the muscle fiber.
Initially, the work is done with the shortened muscle and subsequently on the muscle
which is positioned on the external course (Cordun, 1992);
o muscle stretching:posturing is initially performed and only after the stretching itself;
o proprioceptive training:it starts by the end of the period and is initially performed in
open kinetic chain, by using the PNF techniques;
o isometry: for certain articular sectors;
o free active mobilizations, preceded by gentle isometric contractions.
Practically, the following range is recommended to beused:
 isometric contractions with a progressive duration, in different points of the motion arch,
by keeping to the progressivity principle;
 slow isometric inversions on the two ways of the movement direction;
 repeated isometric contractions and slow slight inversion, by initially warning the
subject, subsequentlylesser and lesser, concomitantly with the exchange speed increase,
by increasing the uncertainty and surprise levels;
 work in close kinetic chain, by increasing the degree of difficulty, concomitantly with
theexteroceptive information reduction.



–
–
–

The third period, focused on the intensification of specific exertions, is characterized
by:
duration, depending on the injury severity, between the 4th and the 6th week;
used means:
specific stretching;
free active mobilizations and against resistance;
proprioceptive training.
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The intensification of specific exertions is obtained through:
 stretching, that aims to maximallyelongate the tendinous and aponeurotic expansions, by
resorting to the rotatory muscle components, and also to enhance the musclequalities (a
maximally stretched muscle performs a stronger contraction). In the beginning, selfstretching exercises are done, initially on a single muscle and then on the whole
muscular chain that includes the respective muscle. A cinematic chain stretching must
always be completed with the antagonist chain stretching (Namikoshi, 1999);
 musculartonification, that will use exercises able to engage the three types of muscular
fibersof the injured muscle (white, red and indifferent fibers), by permanently having in
view the practiced sport, respectively the exertions required by the specific motor
gestures.We shall use the isometric contractions in the optimal strength points of the
respective muscle, the active work against resistance and the isokinetic techniques – the
application of the three techniques according to a certain methodology, by optimizing
the muscle tonification (Kiss, 1999);
 plyometric training, which is recommended due to its effects related to the improvement
of both the intramuscularcoordination and the concentric contraction efficiency, with a
particular positive impact on sports activities;
 proprioceptive reeducation, that uses the disequilibrating actions initially performed on a
singlemovement direction, then on two directions and finally on all of the
threemovement directions. The difficulty will be hierarchized by progressively
eliminating the control and by gradually suspending the other sensory functions.
Initially, we shall use the mobile planes with a single degree of freedom: tipping plate,
Freeman’sdouble-hump plateau, gyroplaneand tipping plane. Subsequently, we shall use
the mobile planes with two degrees of freedom – Freeman’s single-hump plateau,
Dotte’s swing; in the final part, we shall use the ball.
The following range is recommended to beused:
posture maintaining;
slight disequilibrations bypreviously warningthe subject – the therapist is in the
patient’s field of vision;
 slight disequilibrations by previously warningthe subject – the therapist isout if the
patient’sfield of vision;
 slight disequilibrations without warning the patient;
 balance keeping,with randomized disequilibrations, as direction and way.



Due to the nervous system characteristics, the repetitions should be frequent, but
short. The fourth period, for the specific training resuming, is characterized by:


–
–

duration, depending on the injury severity, between the 5th and the 7th or the 8th week;
used means:
specific stretching;
exercises specific to athletics, gymnastics, bodybuilding and to the practiced sport
discipline.

The specific training resuming is achieved through:
o exertions at the affected structure level and reintegration into the cinematic chain of the
respective segment, as well as specific motor gestures, actions and activities;
o work on the agonist-antagonist couple level, balance, laterality, unipodal support,
bipodal support, weight transfer etc.;
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The emphasis will be placed on the warm-up, which must precede any training
session and which aims at adapting the structures that are to be exerted and at preparing
them to sustain the effort. The warm-up will compulsory include,for the lower part of the
body, moderate running with changes of direction, by observing the progressivity
principle, as well as stretching andwork with the ball;
 the specific work will aim at increasing the body endurance, speed, strength and agility,
objectives reached through a correct distribution of the effort intensity and duration, but
also at readapting the specific motor gestures (Xhardez, 1991).
In this recovery period, any session will end with the execution of the same
movements that have caused the injury, by paying attention to the tempo, so that the
recurrence risk could be eliminated.
Rehydration and remineralization will be appropriately done, especially if they can be
incriminated asfactors that have produced the accident. Reintegration into the sports
training activity will take place after a final test that will include all themotor gestures
exerting the injured structures (Drăgan, 1993).
The training individualization in the weeks to come will be done depending on the
anaerobic and aerobic global assessmentof the momentary training level specific to each
athlete.
Table 1. Periodization of the recovery stages in the muscle injuries (according to
Dumitru, 1994)
Injury

1st period

2nd period

3rd period

4th period

Contusion

Day 1

Days2-3

Day4

Day5

Elongation

Days1-3

Days4-7

Days8-10

Days11-14

Fascicular injury

Days1-7

Days8-14

Days15-21

Days22-42

Tear

Days1-14

Days15-21

Days22-42

Days43-56

To conclude,although the kinesitherapy inthe athlete’s muscle injuries observes the
general recovery schemes, it has a seriesof particularities generated by the injury types and
the physiopathological layer alterations resulted from the sports effortand also by the
necessityof the minimum recovery timeuntil the “restitutio ad integrum”.
Under these conditions, the treatment must continuously be individualized, depending
on the injury, the individual’s particularities, the practiced sport, the athlete’s reaction to
treatment etc.,the kinesitherapist being the specialist who provides, together with the team
physician and the coach, the athlete’s reintegrationintothe training activity, under the
conditions of a maximal diminution of the recurrence risk.
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Rezumat. Inteligenţa motrică este organizarea cognitivă ce se exprimă şi funcţionează prin
finalizări în planul comportamentului motor. Ea priveşte în egală măsură selectarea, captarea şi
tratarea informaţiilor venite din exteriorul şi din interiorul corpului în vederea elaborării
răspunsurilor motrice adecvate. Cercetarea a vizat o cazuistică compusă din 12 subiecţi, 6 sportivi
ce activează la secţia de scrimă a LPS Petrache Trişcu şi 6 voleibalişti componenţi ai echipei CN
Nicolae Titulescu Craiova sportivii încadrându-se în acelaşi segment de vârstă, 16±1 ani cărora leau fost aplicate o serie de testări de natură psihomotrică şi psihologică. Coeficientul de corelatie
poate sa ne ofere indicii despre cat de mult sunt legate cele două variabile el variind de la valoarea
+1,00, care semnifică o corelaţie pozitivă perfectă, la valoarea – 1,00, care înseamnă corelaţia
negativă perfectă. În concluzie, fiecare ramură sportivă exprimă cerinţe diferite faţă de structurile
operaţionale intelectuale şi toate, la un loc, exercită o influenţă stimulativă asupra actului mental.
Inteligenţa motrică are o semnificaţie deosebită pentru aprecierea capacităţii psihomotrice a
sportivilor, aceasta realizându-se prin raportare la capacitatea de adaptare a mişcărilor în funcţie
de situaţiile ivite, de alegerea soluţiei motrice şi adecvarea sarcinii pe care subiectul o are de
rezolvat.
Cuvinte cheie: inteligenta motrica, volei, scrima
Abstract. The motor intelligence is a cognitive structure which is expressed and functions through
completions to the level of motor behaviour. It equally concerns the selection, the collection and the
processing of data received from outside and inside the body meant to elaborate adequate motor
reactions. A group of 12 subjects were submitted to the research, namely, 6 sportsmen in fencing
performing for the Sports High-school “Petrache Trişcu” and 6 volleyball players performing for
the team of the National College “Nicolae Titulescu” Craiova, having the same level of age, 16±1
years old, who were evaluated by means of a series of psychomotor and psychological tests. The
correlation coefficient may offer us values meant to indicate how closely related are the two
variables, its value varying between +1.00 which represents a perfect positive correlation, and 1.00, namely, a perfect negative correlation. Each sports branch expresses different demands
considering the operational and intellectual structures and all these together exercise an influence
stimulating the mental act.
The motor intelligence has a special significance in assessing the psychomotor ability of
sportsmen, being the expression of the ability of adapting the actions to new situations, of choosing
the right motor solution and of adjusting the task to solve. Though, the motor intelligence currently
appears as a determining factor in deciding between the sportsmen and it may be important criteria
for selecting the components of a performance lot, there are no data which may quantify it and there
are no practical solutions meant to improve the level of motor intelligence manifestation in order to
maximize the sports performance.
Key words: motor intelligence, volleyball versus fencing
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Introduction
The high level to which the volleyball game and the performance fencing are presently
developed, considering the evolution of all the variables of psychomotor and technicaltactical abilities, under appropriate stimulating circumstances, requires a cautious
exploitation of performance factors. It becomes more and more obvious the fact that,
having equal technical-tactical values, the intellectual abilities constitute a determining
factor of performance. In order to define it, psychological tests are needed for developing a
training based on a scientific and viable concept which represents a certitude in achieving
high performance considering a highly demanding competitive background” (Horghidan,
2000).
Approaching notions concerning the high performance sport, A. DRAGNEA and S.
Mate-Teodorescu, in Sports Theory (2002), study the correlation between motor
intelligence and the achievement of sports performances considering the fact that sports
performance achievement constitutes the mastery in fulfilling a task as well as possible
Referring to motor intelligence, Ungureanu (1997), in his paper Improvement of
Human Resources in High Performance Sport in Terms of Motor Intelligence (1997),
introduces the existing correlations between the body action ability, the general
intelligence (mental ability) and the motor intelligence. The paper aims at defining the
content, the role and the way of improving the motor intelligence when dealing with the
selection and the evaluation of individuals proving abilities for sports performance.
On the other hand, starting from the theory that the human behaviour continuously
self-adjusts according to the new stimuli, it basically results a reorganization of learning;
therefore, A. Păcuraru, in his paper entitled Learning and Creation, presented during the
International Scientific Conference, INCS, in Bucharest, 2007, claims the fact that, in
volleyball, the large number of game phases, the fast alternation of attack and defence
situations doubled by a great variety of technical-tactical actions, demand an enlargement
of motor and intellectual knowledge from the player, respectively, the stimulation of the
creative imagination meant for an operational re-adaptation to new game situations.
Volleyball player's motor performance derives from the perception and the analysis of the
information, which requires, besides an adequate motor learning, a cognitive one
(Pacuraru, 2007).
Another essential paper which initiates our research is entitled All about Motor
Intelligence in High Performance Sports Practice. In this paper, Păunescu (2007)
undertakes a synthesis of studies concerning the human intelligence and defines the
concepts of motor intelligence.
Material and Method
Considering these challenges, we set ourselves to act for this approach, namely, to
contribute to the conceptual and practical optimization of methodology concerning the
investigation and the intervention upon the process of manifestation of motor intelligence
to cadet volleyball players and fencers.
A group of 12 subjects were submitted to the research, namely, 6 sportsmen in fencing
performing for the Sports High-school “Petrache Trişcu” and 6 volleyball players
performing for the team of the National College “Nicolae Titulescu” Craiova, having the
same level of age, 16±1 years old, who were evaluated by means of a series of
psychomotor and psychological tests.
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Table 1. Psychomotor tests applied to the subjects
No Control tests
Fencing

Volleyball

1.

Arm Tapping

Arm Tapping

2.

Leg Tapping

Leg Tapping

3.

Matorin

Matorin

4.

4.a. Offense made up of 30
performances (number of successful
hits)

4.b. Attack using preferred technique
– 30 performances (number of
successful actions)

All psychological tests were proposed for the subjects considering the training
demands, the fatigue representing for us an essential variable which may modify, in an
impressive way, the collected data. These tests are as it follows:
I. Attention flexibility or distributivity – Platonov test
The following aspects are assessed: sportsman's involvement in solving the task
activity, the concentration level, the attention flexibility, dispersion or resistance. We have
considered the variant which presents the numbers varying from 1 to 30 written on a board
of 30/20 cm. The test is applied individually and the examinations conditions should be as
neutral as possible and similar to the others. The sportsman receives the task of indicating
the numbers considering their natural order 1,2,3.... pointing them out whenever he/she
finds them. The examination time is standard (in order to assess the concentration power,
the test will last 5 to 8 minutes; and to determine the attention resistance, the length of
time may reach 30 minutes). Following this test, we may also observe the way in which
nervous fatigue appears and its amplitude, as well as the dynamics of the attention
capacity evolution (the diminution of the capacity is slow and progressive, leapingly, at
the beginning, at the middle and at the end of the test).
II. Assessment of the speed of mental resolution (of reasoning) Porteus Labyrinth adapted
In sports, this indicator constitutes an essential requirement considering an optimal
motility. As the speed component is constitutional, as we well know, we cannot expect to
great improvements or optimizations under the influence of the training. A fencer during
the assault or a volleyball player during the match is often challenged to make a quick
decision which does not necessarily include a tactical plan, a clever reasoning but a mere
solution, eventually an ordinary, automatic one.
Interpretation – the test emphasizes the sportsman's ability to plan his/her action,
his/her mental prudence and “vivacity” given a new, real situation; as well, it provides data
concerning certain temperamental features, such as – impulsive, unstable characters. This
test does not rely on the sportsmen's level of training, being a good preacher for social
adaptability (those who do not solve the issue in time – maximum 1 minute – become
irritable, uncontrolled, slow in making decisions, disorganized in thinking).
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III. Thinking flexibility – Kraepelin test
This test offers us the opportunity of assessing the sportsman's ability to reorganize in
an efficient way the “course” of thoughts when dealing with new situations, to transfer the
action from a known background (motor, mental) into one less known. In fencing, as well
as in volleyball, flexibility may be spontaneous (a personal reaction), but also adaptive
(oriented), from this point of view being considered not only as a fast reorganization of
reasoning, but also a functional-mental characteristic deriving from conducts and
repetitions.
Results
Following the subjects' testing, we have registered the results indicated in the table
below:
Table 2. Results to the psychological tests belonging to volleyball sportsmen
Kraepelin

Platonov

Porteus

Arithmetic mean

50.67%

96.85%

1.81

7.95

Standard deviation

0.35

0.04

0.46

2.67

Correlation coefficient

r=0,57

For the r correlation indices calculated using the Pearson formula, the significance
indices have been rated, standing for the existence of a correlation statistically and
mathematically provided between each pair of parameters to which the numerical value of
the correlation has been attributed (r index).
The correlation coefficient may offer us values meant to indicate how closely related
are the two variables, its value varying between +1.00 which represents a perfect positive
correlation, and -1.00, namely, a perfect negative correlation.
100
100
80

50

60
40
20
0

Kraepelin quantitative Kraepelin qualitative
Fig. 1. Quantitative/ Qualitative Kraepelin test to volleyball players
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When testing the thought flexibility by means of the Kraepelin test, two of the
volleyball players are classified as type A, meaning a direct ratio between the working
volume and the accuracy in solving the tasks which is actually the optimum efficiency of
sportsmen. The other four subjects are considered as type B (the number of actions is
reduced, but the accuracy is high, so there are no calculation errors) indicating the fact that
we deal with a low flexibility specific to an inert type of nervous system, such a sportsman
reacting in an opportune and adequate way, but at the same time, his/her reaction is slow
and delayed (Table no2)
Corelation quantitative/qualitative volleyball
120%
100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%
Fig.2 Kraepelin correlation index (quantitative, qualitative) to volleyball players
.
Those tests focused on the attention distributivity classify the volleyball players as
having an adequate potential, with no significant blocking, proving a neuropsychic
comfort, flexibility and a high level of attention resistance.
The Porteus test which sets the reasoning speed illustrates the fact that the girls
belonging to the volleyball group register difficulties in solving a situation at maximum
speed, having higher scores than those registered by boys and always choosing a long
solution.
Table 3 Results to psychomotor tests to volleyball sportsmen
No

Arm Tapping

Leg Tapping

right

left

right

left

Average

28.5

25.33

20

Stdv

3.44

2.16

2,28

Pearson
Correlation

r=0.89

r=0.28
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Matorin

Efficiency
preferred
technique from 30
performsnces %

23.3

351.6

63.83%

3.66

17.22

9.15
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As in table 3, the Wall Tapping test for arms indicates us a close correlation between
the left and the right arm, volleyball players succeeding in performing about the same
number of hits with both arms.
On the other hand, at the level of the inferior limbs, they registered imbalances, the
scores being low with high differences between the right and the left leg, most of the
players performing a large number of repetitions with the left leg.
Table 4. Results to psychological tests to fencers
Kraepelin

Platonov
Test

Porteus
Test

quantitative

qualitative

Arithmetic mean

52%

98%

1.59

6.22

Standard
deviation
Pearson
Correlation

0.26

0.01

0.25

1.98

r = 0.83

To attention distributive test (Platonov), fencers prove great involvement in solving
task activity, the concentration level is enhanced, but the attention resistance level
diminishes at the end of the test. On the other hand, the mental resolution speed is high,
fencers succeeding in fulfilling the task during a very short interval of time.
Corelation quantitative/qualitative fencing
120%
100%
80%
V

60%

E

40%
20%
0%
1

2

3

4

5

6

Fig.3 Kraepelin correlation in fencing
After testing the fencers, to the test of thought flexibility, one may notice more
accurate answers in 98% of the cases, a percentage interpreted as being a secure way in
choosing an optimum solution for solving a task, the working volume being relatively
higher than that registered for the volleyball players, but including more blockages. At the
same time, the correlation index between the qualitative and the quantitative test registers
the value of 0.83, which confirms the connection between the two variables.
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Table 5. Results to psychomotor tests achieved by fencers
No

Arm Tapping

Leg Tapping

Matorin

Efficiency
preferred
technique
from 30
performsnc
es %

right

left

right

left

Arithmetic mean

31.83

27.83

22.5

21.5

337.5

66%

Standard deviation

2.85

2.63

1.87

2.73

19.42

0.12

Correlation index

r=0.51

r=0.13

Correlation intersports
2
1,8
1,6
1,4
1,2
1
0,8
0,6
0,4
0,2
0

Volleyball
Fencing

1

2

Fig.4 Correlations: hit efficiency – distributive attention
Results to the tapping test applied at the level of the upper limbs, as well as at the level
of the lower limbs, reveal an optimum repetition speed with slight differences between the
right and left side. The Matorin coordination test indicates lower values as compared to
those achieved by volleyball players.
The efficiency of the technique performed is higher at the beginning of the test and
reduces gradually when repeating, particularly to girls (table 5).
Discussions
Indices specific to the attention flexibility reveal almost similar values for volleyball
players, as well as for fencers, the fencers being able to solve their tasks in a shorter
interval of time but counting more blockages as compared to volleyball players, proving
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less attention resistance, also due to the test characteristics (an assault being performed in
a few seconds). For the Platonov test, the higher scores imply a low performance,
therefore, volleyball players prove a more striking distributive attention, a variable which
determines the results in a volleyball game, as compared to the fencers, who particularly
need focused attention.
Against the expectations, to the arm Tapping test fencers register high values even if
fencing involves actions performed with one arm as compared to the volleyball game, on
the other hand, volleyball players presents lack of coordination at the level of the lower
limbs and perform less repetitions as compared to other sportsmen.On the contrary, the
test focused on the coordination development reveals a differences of 14.1 degrees to
volleyball players, fact explained by superior take-off performed by volleyball players.
Conclusions
Each sports branch expresses different demands considering the operational and
intellectual structures and all these together exercise an influence stimulating the mental
act.
The motor intelligence has a special significance in assessing the psychomotor ability
of sportsmen, being the expression of the ability of adapting the actions to new situations,
of choosing the right motor solution and of adjusting the task to solve. Though, the motor
intelligence currently appears as a determining factor in deciding between the sportsmen
and it may be important criteria for selecting the components of a performance lot, there
are no data which may quantify it and there are no practical solutions meant to improve the
level of motor intelligence manifestation in order to maximize the sports performance.
The investigation led upon the sportsmen's psychical component offers the premises
for the development of certain systems of practical activities, whose efficiency is not only
the result of certain qualities and of the training volume, but it is also generated by the
optimization of sportsmen's characteristics who will be identified as bio-psycho-social
entities.
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Rezumat. Scopul cercetării a presupus depistarea opiniilor studenţilor jurişti referitoare la
activităţile sportive extracurriculare, prin intermediul unei anchete, întrebările chestionarului
aplicat făcând referire la prezenţa activităţilor motrice în timpul liber al subiecţilor, la percepţia
acestora privind influenţa exerciţiului fizic asupra organismului şi în special asupra proceselor
intelectuale. Subiecţii cercetării au fost 60 de studenţi ai mai multor facultăţi de Drept din ţară.
Rezultate. Studenţii intervievaţi nu fac sport de performanţă dar majoritatea practică o activitate
sportivă săptămânal, aceştia conştientizând efectele benefice ale exerciţiului fizic asupra
organismului şi susţin relaţia bivalentă între rezultatele şcolare şi participarea lor în cadrul
activităţilor motrice, subiecţii afirmând faptul că, în urma practicării exerciţiului fizic reuşesc să se
concentreze mai bine.
Cuvinte cheie: studenţi jurişti, concentrare, activităţi fizice
Abstract. The aim of the study is to find the low student’s opinion refering to the extracurricular
sports activities throught an inquire. The subjects of the research was 60 students from different
faculties of low. Even if the students doesn’t proactice sports performance, they usually practice
exercise and they are convinced that physical activities havea great influence on a better focus.
Key words: low students, focus, physical activities

Introduction
The university area is where they form, set up, broadcast values, but also where they
discuss a range of values that do not agree with some social, ethical, scientific, political,
ideological commands.
Almost all students follow the same course of training, everyone knows the same
ideas, the atypical behavior gets repudiated, and the rebellious thinking gets sanctioned.
The student is the subject of its own becoming, contributing to their progress, selfimproving consciously (Staicoviciu A, 2009).
Education shall be directed to the full development of human personality and to the
sense of dignity, it contributes to the strengthening of human rights and fundamental
freedoms respect. Through sports people develop physically and intellectually.
Participation in sports activities increases self-confidence provides opportunities for
personal achievement, and respect for the others.
In the value system of a society, the biological health with its indicators -the physical
strength, tone, harmony and the beauty of the body, the biopsychic vigor and the
psychosomatic equilibrium-is one of the vital values that intersect with the nature health
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(the environment) and with the human mental health. By this double necessity, physical
education and sport is conditioned hereditary and environmentally (Călin, 2003).
Regarding the effects of practicing sport as exercises on the psycheitself they have
shown that aerobic and fitness activities first, but also competitive sports such as tennis,
volleyball and football reduce short-term anxiety and depression (or longer term)
(Dumitru, Cosma, 2013).
Leisure education is a multidisciplinary approach, in which the subject appropriates a
number of skills, attitudes, concepts, principles, which are subordinated to an ecological
conception about their own development (Bota, 2006).
According to specialists, the practice of physical activity or sports influences youth
personality and creates positive effects on the body and on their life. The mind works like
the body. When the body is not trained anymore, it can not be used as before. The same
happens with their minds. (N) Training the mind and the body simultaneously creates a
double, positive impact on strengthening the psyche, self-esteem, self-identity, with impact
on the harmonious body development, health maintenance and wellbeing state ”(Gagiu M,
2010).
Material and Method
In order to build on legal students' opinions, we found appropriate applying a survey
through conversation and a questionnaire, method that will provide accurate and useful
correct information to our scientific approach.
The questionnaires were developed in accordance with the current methodological
norms, the questions guiding the subjects to express their opinions about the use of motor
activities in life and they were applied to a group of 60 students, representatives of several
law schools in Romania, which are part of representative teams in the competition "the
Law School hexagon " scientific, sports and artistic - cultural competition, bringing
together students of 6 universities law faculties - the University "Alexandru Ioan Cuza"
University of Bucharest, University "Babes-Bolyai "University of Cluj-Napoca, West
University of Timisoara, Craiova University and the University" Lucian Blaga ".
The period in which this investigation was conducted was of 2 months (May / June
2013), a period that included the design, implementation, analysis and evaluation of
results. From the 60 respondents, 50 (83%) of them were aged 18-22 years and 10 (17%)
were aged 22-26 years, none of them being above 26. 20 of them are female (33%) and 40
male (66%). This distribution is due to the fact that among the sporting disciplines present
in this competition, football is addressed only to boys.
The questions referred to the presence of motor activities during the subjects' free time,
to their perception on the influence of exercise on the body and especially on the
intellectual processes.
Results
Of the 60 students, 8 of them practice a performance sport, also, 52 of whom are
involved in the performance system. From the eight respondents who said they practice
performance sports, four are basketball players (s), two are football players and two
practice table tennis. Most students (83%) state that they used to practice exercise
regularly, while only 17% have a sedentary lifestyle (see fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Regular practicing of physical activities
In fig. 2, from the 60 students, to the question which targeted the frequency of
practicing physical exercise, 8 of them (13%) answered they practice it daily , probably
those who say they practice performance, sport, also, 43 (72%) answered they practice
weekly exercise and 9 (14%) only occasionally.
0%

15%

13%

72%

Daily

Weekly

Mounthly

Occasionally

Fig. 2. The frequency of practicing physical exercise
Regarding the motivational aspects that determine the subjects to practice sport, the
first are physical and mental relaxation (50%), followed by the motivation to maintain an
optimal body mass (17%) and achieve a state of optimal health (15 %). Other 7% believe
that they practice sports to outline muscles, especially in the abdomen area. 49 students
(82%) say that they are exercising during holidays or during the exams sessions, also,
while only 8% of them are not practicing in those periods. Almost all respondents (91.7%)
acknowledge the influence of exercise on the body, considering that sport helps them to
focus better (fig. 3). Only 5 students (8.33%) feel that these do not help them to better
focus.
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Fig. 3. The aswer about how physical exercise helps to a better focus
Referring to their school situation, the subjects covered by this research, almost all
passed the exams integrally (only 5% are debtors), 42% with averages between 7.00-8.50,
17% of them with an average between 8.50-9.50 and 33% being found among scholarship
holders with an average of 9.50-10.00.
Among the favorite sports, football ranks first with 41 percents, then 30 percents with
basketball, table tennis - 10 percents, dance by 7% and ‘other’- 4%. To the segments
‘others’ they mentioned fitness.
Because among the respondents there are athletes from the football and basketball
teams, we expected that the first places to be within these disciplines, their components
being more numerous than in other disciplines that have a single representative/university.
Regarding the conditions for practicing their favorite sport, 67% of the survey
respondents stated that they are satisfied, 33% found them to be insufficient.
Following talks to subjects, we were informed that most faculties include modern
sports halls, which gives them the chance to do exercise, but there are institutions that do
not have such gyms. In agreement with the previous question, the impediments
encountered in sport activities are represented by inadequate gyms (33%), 35% say that
they are comfortable, while 25% complain about the lack of free time.
Only two students argue about the lack of specialists, as the first obstacle in practicing
sport activities, while the other two (3.33%) state that they confronted with the lack of
financial conditions, which made it impossible for them to practice more sport activities.
Conclusions
A number of studies shows that people with motor experience are better prepared to
prevent and combat mental stress, negative emotional states, because mental states
influence the physiological state of the body, which in turn is reflected on the psyche. The
interviewed students do not practice performance sport, but most of them are practicing a
weekly sports activity, being aware of the beneficial effects of exercise on the body,
confirming the research hypothesis.
Students representing the six law schools in the country are, in terms of their school
situation, among those with good school results, which entitles us to say that there is a
bivalent relationship between school performance and their participation in the motor
activities, they themselves claiming that after practicing physical exercise they are able to
focus better.
In modern societies, sport is becoming more important, given that more and more
people practice it, the future lawyers of Craiova having as a model the great universities of
the world which lay emphasis on extracurricular sports activities.
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The gradual habituation of the people with physical exercises practice and movement
outside the working hours, imposed by the requirements, means modeling programs,
awareness and active participation. Thus, physical education acquires a projective formative character, which along with other educational factors (family, youth
organizations) makes their actions become more congruent.
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Rezumat.Coaching-ul urmărește dezvoltarea capacității de învățare și implicit ridicarea nivelului
calitativ al performanțelor. El reprezintă o interacțiune dinamică între coach și sportiv, ce valorifică
aptitudinile, mijloacele, metodele și condițiile de dezvoltare ale sportivului. Coaching-ul reunește un
ansamblu de mijloace: întrebări, motivații, exemplificări, sfaturi, pe care le utilizează în manieră
proprie și care se regăsesc sub forma procedeelor rezultate din combinarea cu elemente ale altor
metode, cum sunt programarea neuro-lingvistică, metodele acționale și metodele cognitive.
Coaching-ul este teorie și este metodă (sistem de acțiune) implicând în egală măsură doi factori:
ying-yang și coach-sportiv; efort-odihnă; oboseală-refacere; conștient-inconștient; atac-apărare și
alți factori.
Cuvinte cheie: coaching, învățare, performanță
Abstract. Coaching aims to develop learning ability and thus raising the qualitative level of
performances. It is a dynamic interaction between the coach and the sportsman, which capitalizes
the skills, means, methods and conditions for the development of the sportsman. Coaching brings
together an ensemble of means: questions, motivations, examples and tips on using them in their
own way and is documented in procedures resulting from combining with elements of other methods,
such as neuro-linguistic programming, acting methods and cognitive methods. Coaching is theory
and method (system action) equally involving two factors: ying-yang and sports coach, effort - rest,
tiredness-recovery, conscious-unconscious, attack-defense and other factors.
Keywords: coaching, learning, performance

Introduction
The concept of performance is used with the same meaning in scientific and everyday
language, referring to a result or an achievement ordinary or superior to a certain criterion.
Performance depends largely on people’s capabilities acquired genetically and developed
during a process, then valued so as to achieve some goals. Performance makes possible the
comparison not only of individuals and social groups but also of economic activities,
institutions, organizations, machines etc. Basically, performance is a direct or indirect
human product studied by human sciences, technical and economic, from which has
emerged a group that constitutes Science or Performing Arts.
Society today is consistently oriented towards performance, defining itself as a
performing society, synthesis of creation and human production, the consequence being
the increase of life quality.
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The discussed issues
Human performance, physical or/ and spiritual constituted the subject of the research
in warlike activities, economic, health and sport, and the essence is in the latter area. Pierre
Parlebas said: sport = performance, whether the activities are of agonistic, gymnic, playful,
leisure or recovery (Epuran, 1978).
The emergence of both sports and competitions required the development of a process
for the preparation of the competition through sports training, developed and conducted by
a specialist named trainer or coach, coach–ing being the activity conducted by the coach .
Consequently, the coach -ing aims to develop learning ability and thus raising the quality
of performance. It is a dynamic interaction between coach and athlete, which capitalizes
the skills, tools and methods (process) and development conditions.
Coaching has its roots in ancient times, man looking over his existence to value the
most under the guidance of his counselor. Ying and Yang Chinese ancient concept
describes how contrary forces are interdependent in the material, objective world and also
in the spiritual one. These forces cannot exist otherwise than together: light and shadow,
life and death, conscious - unconscious, good-bad, etc. Plants seek light (yang) to grow,
with their roots into the ground in the dark (yin), the disappearance of the contradiction
resulting in the extinction of the phenomenon. In Chinese martial arts the phenomenon is
described in the branch qi gong (Khi - Kung) by the Professor Wu Yianquan , citing the
attack and defense in the context of exchange of full and empty. The transition from
tranquility (rest) to move (exercise) and vice versa, are nothing but the relationship
between effort and rest.
Coaching has also a Biblical origin describing a story in which Jesus Christ who was in
the boat with his disciples on Lake Tibriada, in a gale, Peter asked why he cannot walk on
water like Him. Then Jesus said: you can walk on water! Peter went a little on water then
was afraid and began to sink (King Charles, 1934). What do we deduce from this story?
Overcoming fear (reduction or disappearance of anxiety) and the increase of concentration
determines the behaviour and performance that the man was not aware he can achieve.
This is the essence of coaching!
Mc Nab (1990) studied the appearance of coaching in the UK with the emergence and
the development of urbanization and industrialization in the late eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries that made possible the appearance of most branches of sport. He says
that coaching process developed slowly and sporadically in boxers’ preparation, also the
preparation of athletes specialized in running and then acquired with the introduction of
sport in schools and universities. The latter aspect has involved organization of specialized
education to train a coach.
The great events of the world (World Wars), the collapse of the great empires have
negatively influenced the development of sport and consequently the coaching (Lyle,
2002). The amplitude of sport in the world today (whose peak is unknown) cannot be
conceived without coaching work.
Many authors consider coaching as a method coupled to a set of means: questions,
reasons, examples, tips, how to use, as reflected in the form of processes resulting from its
combination with other methods such as neuro-linguistic programming or other actionable
and cognitive methods. It is said that to become a good coach is not only need to master a
few techniques, but to get expert need much exercise (O'Connor and Lages, 2007).
Timothy Gallawey in his wonderful book The Inner Game of Tennis: The Classic
Guide to the Mental Side of Peak Performance values both yin -yang principle and lessons
learned from various theories of learning. The author starts from the inside game that takes
the form of a dialogue I myself designating I - l 1 (master) and I - l 2 (performer). The
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dialogue between the two conducted under the conditions in which I-1 1 do not trust I-1 2
although it includes the full potential (capacity and imagery ) that has been developed in
order to be able to master the muscular system, I -11 causes muscle tension and conflict in
the body, leading to errors.
Timothy Gallawey concludes that you have to gather yourself mentally in tennis by
developing your internal skills:
 to learn how to get the clearest picture of the result that you want (forming a clear
representation);
 to trust I-1 2 that will perform at its maximum level and know to learn from the
successes and failures;
 to look at things without judging them and to rather see than observe what is right and
what is wrong. All these capabilities are subordinated to an essential skill: the art of
relaxed concentration (Gallawey, 2013).
Author’s references at the usual learning method highlight some features:





criticizing or judging previous behaviour;
impose a change giving you verbal directions repeatedly;
trying hard to properly execute a shot (I – 1 1 says what to do I-1 2);
making some critical judgments about outcomes.

Learning method of the inner game versus the usual method is oriented as follows:
observe your current behaviour without judging, imagine the desired outcome, let it
happen! trust I-1 2!, calm observation, without judging the results lead to permanent
learning.
After all, coaching (especially in sports) summarizes several action theories. Piaget
(1947, 1959) considers learning as an acquisition process accomplished by means of prior
experience (knowledge, motor skills, abilities), leading then to new skills and learning the
laws of phenomena (tennis, handball, etc.). On the basis of learning are assimilation and
accommodation by modifying the individual's actions or transformation of an action
scheme of sensors -motor or cognitive- reactive (I - 1 and I -1 2) which tends to assimilate
knowledge and objects by incorporating them in a superior behaviour (Epuran, 1976).
Theory of mental actions written by Leontiev and Galperin (1947, 1954) shows that the
training takes place in stages:
 familiarity with the task or to meet the target or to know precisely what you want or,
more specifically to have representation of the target;
 action or attempt;
 transferring action in speech plan (action description);
 transferring the action in thought (contradiction with Gallawey’s Theory);
 formation of the action automatically (like inner game theory) (Cristea, 2005)
Cybernetic theory based on the concept of feedback as self-monitoring and selfregulation common element is described as a condition of an advanced coaching.
Coaching starts with questions: How can I be better? What should I do for my partner to
capitalize and build his capacity?
Questions expects a certain form of learning on specific areas of interest (O'Connor
and Lages):
• knowledge of the objectives and focus on them;
• knowledge of values, as well as what is important for the subject;
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• challenge beliefs that limit capabilities and carry out tasks to provide feed - back;
• focus on the following assumptions: people have all the resources they need in the
performance of a motric action or they can get them; people always take the best
available decision; behaviour is guided by goals; if you want to understand something,
act!
Conclusions
In these circumstances What is coaching? It is theory and method (action system)
equally involving two factors: ying - yang and coach-sportsman, effort - rest, fatigue recovery, conscious - unconscious, attack - defense and other factors.
Coaching involves questions, suggests, motivates, exemplifies, involves giving advice
and says what? And how? How new is the coaching? The interpretation of an old theory of
learning based on qualities exploitation less known by the subjects is new, their removal
from the surface and orientation of the thinking to the goal. And then?
" Time goes by, time comes,
All is old and all is new;
What is wrong and what is right,
Ask yourself and cries "(Eminescu, 1958).
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MEN’S ARTISTIC GYMNASTICS
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Rezumat. Prin acest cod de punctaj, F.I.G. a încercat să găsească cele mai bune metode,
criterii și condițiile pentru a mulțumirea publicului și de asemenea, a sportivilor. Aceasta a
fost o misiune dificilă. Prin acest studiu aș dori să răspundă la câteva întrebări generale: Ce
este Codul de Puncte? Care este structura Codului de Puncte? Ce putem face? Care sunt
părțile bune ale Codului de Punctaj? Ce ar trebui să facem? Pentru a avea o pregătire
eficientă și a luat în considerare: pregătire fizică și factorii care influențează performanța
gimnaștilor.
Cuvinte cheie: tendinţe, dezvoltare, gimnastică artistică masculină.
Abstract. By this Code of Points, I.G.F. tried to find the best ways, criteria and conditions to
please the public and also the athletes. This was a difficult mission. By this study I would like to
answer a few general questions: What is the Code of Points? What is the structure of the Code
of Points? What can we do? What are the good parts of the Code of Points? What should we
do? To have an effective preparation have taken into account: physical training and factors
influencing athletic performance.
Keywords: trends, development, men’s artistic gymnastics.

Introduction
Considerations on the official competition program of the International Gymnastics
Federation (IGF). IGF organises, within one Olympic cycle, the following competitions:
 annual European Championships (E.C.);
 annual World Cup tournaments;
 in the first year after the Olympic Games, World Championships are organised for
the following events: all-around and apparatus;
 starting with the second year after the Olympic Games, World Championships are
organised for the team, all-around and apparatus events;
 in the same year as the Olympic Games, no World Championship is organised;
 every four years, Olympic Games are organised.
For the last three editions of the Olympic Games - Athens 2004, Beijing 2008 and
London 2012, Artistic Gymnastics has been audience leader both in terms of people
present at such events, but also given the impact of the mass media, by television and
internet, on fans worldwide. Unfortunately, the event takes place every four years and
gymnastics fans cannot enjoy more such events.
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Table1 . Statistical data regarding World Championship participants in the past
17 years
Year
1997
1999
2001
2003
2005
2006
2007
2009
2010
2011
2013

City
Lausanne
Tianjin
Ghent
Anaheim
Melbourne
Aarhus
Stuttgart
London
Rotterdam
Tokyo
Antwerp

Country
Switzerland
China
Belgium
USA
Australia
Denmark
Germany
Great Britain
The Netherlands
Japan
Belgium

Teams
35
43
40
52
43
24
45
24
-

Gymnasts
280
293
309
322
196
308
285
247
326
376
267

Federations
63
64
60
66
51
59
77
71
68
81
74

Gymnasts’ routines have resulted in remarkable progress in terms of technical
development.
There has been constant increase in difficulty, complexity and spectacular character
of presented routines: This is a natural trend; Gymnast’s wish, the gymnast showing his
champion spirit; Code of Points and incentive regulations; Specialisation by apparatus was
a consequence that influenced competitions, including the Olympic Games; In the past 3
years, apparatus finals have shown extensive development in terms of gymnasts’ routines,
according to D and E panels of judges.
Code of Points
1. It should allow, by addressability, its use in all competitions, starting from lower
levels up to the Olympic Games;
2. It should send a positive message to all gymnasts worldwide in order to keep them
involved in the professional athletic activity for a long period of time, as much as
possible (athletic longevity);
3. It should include elements with various degrees of difficulty, making it possible for
athletes and coaches to choose the elements to be included in their routine more easily
both in terms of decision-making and learning of such routine;
4. It should be able to adapt to the requirements of any national federation;
5. It should make competition results more accessible and in accordance with general
interest.
What is the Code of Points?






It is a measurement tool;
It is a judges’ assessment tool;
Method tool for gymnasts and coaches;
It is the DICTIONARY guiding athletes through training and competitions;
It has a policy character, implementing the visions of the members of the International
Gymnastics Federation’s technical committee.

What is the structure of the Code of Points? The Code of Points consists of two
parts. The first part refers to method: including most of the elements that are used; and
directing routine composition. It allows long-term planning of gymnasts’ training and
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development process. The second part refers to quality and this is, unfortunately, also the
subjective part. The Code of Points was meant to be a tool for balance.
What can we do?
We can limit or prohibit, by discouraging the approach, in terms of athletes’ training, of
dangerous elements and exercises that put the athlete’s safety at risk. They can be
implemented by higher penalties for athletes performing unsuccessful elements in
competitions.
What are the good aspects of the Code of Points? A more stable material part; Better
distinguishing among gymnasts; Wider freedom for athletes and coaches in terms of
routine design; Increased spectacular character.
What should we do?
 We should understand very well the content of the routine and content of the final
score;
 We should know how to plan on medium and long term;
 We should know how to physically train gymnasts in order to be able to carry out all
tasks;
 We should not diminish the importance of technical training;
 The other training components should correspond to the addressed level.
Physical training (P.T.)
There are always two directions as far as Artistic Gymnastics is concerned:
General physical training (G.P.T.) and Specific physical training (S.P.T.)
Factors influencing athletic performance
Such factors are related to: Human material (it is achieved by quality of selection);
Training process (its level is related to teacher’s quality and ability); Material conditions
(they depend on many other factors).
Conclusions
1. Selection: Decisive factor in terms of performance; It is a repeated (repeatable)
process; Criteria and rules; Efficiency of selection; Talent is not enough;
Preoccupation of specialists (factors involved in selection).
2. Motivation: It is what drives athletes to performance; Natural – instinctive; Permanent
and continuous by its nurturing; Influence of success on motivation; Moral incentives
and material rewards; We can create over-motivation with the help of the press,
athlete’s family, club, etc.
3. Continuity of training: Maximizing time and using it very efficiently (only those who
know how to maximize time will succeed); Accidents, interruptions, vacations are
factors that limit performance; Continuity is a condition in the training process
(technical, tactical, etc.); Continuity of athlete’s career (longevity).
4. By the increased volume, coupled with high effort intensity, we can achieve:
 The relation between volume and intensity is an old and, at the same time, new
concept;
 Effort volume is the decisive factor towards athletes’ technical improvement;
 Intensity is the decisive biological adaptation and improvement for “specific somatic
modelling”;
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 Complexity influences effort volume and intensity and, implicitly, it reflects on
athletes’ training;
 Complexity results from the degree of difficulty of the movement executed by the
athlete.
In order to achieve an increased athletic effort capacity, training balance and consistency
are recommended.
Rationalisation and standardization of means: Use of old and new teaching conceptsmethods during training; Acceleration of technical progress; Efficiency optimisation and
increase; Growing towards the competition requirements, to the maximum extent possible;
Correct basic movement is the “key to excellence”; Obsolescence of movements;
Simplification and standardisation of movements according to their degree of efficiency.
Competition training compared to learning process: Increase of competition activity;
Competition capacity during the entire year; Permanent learning and improvement.
Physical training: It is one of the most important factors. Physical training ensures the
support and foundation of performance; It must occur on a permanent basis in order to be
able to ensure harmonious physical development (H.P.D.) and education by nurturingdeveloping the motor qualities that are necessary for the work on the apparatus; It is an
excellent means of development of psychological qualities (key to performance).
Recovery after athletic effort: It is a natural and normal need of the human body after
intense effort; It is, also, the main element of the body’s adaptation to effort. Athletic
performance depends on the level of recovery; It is a necessary requirement of training;
Individual natural quality that may be trained and genetically determined; Body recovery
after effort must be also supported; It relates to both the biological and the psychological
area; It should be achieved by environment-related factors. For example: environmentteam (colleagues, coaches).
Improvement and enrichment of supporting material means and training technology:
Preoccupation with improvement of materials and multiplication of supporting means;
Advantages of using video recorders and players; Inventiveness provides a competitive
edge; Here are a few examples of supporting equipment and installations used in Artistic
Gymnastics: straps, simulator, guards, etc.
Improvement and self-improvement of teacher’s (coach’s) personality and
professionalism: Training is the main decisive factor in organising and managing teaching;
Indicators and social responsibility of artistic gymnastics are related to teaching and
education; The indispensable role of any specialist training gymnasts is that of teachercoach; He must communicate very well with the athlete in order to be able to know the
athlete very well; The coach needs to study and stay permanently informed in order to
accumulate knowledge and remain permanently connected to the developments in the area.
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Rezumat. Lucrarea prezintă principalii indicatori pe care trebuie să-i consemneze orice sistem de
înregistrare a jocurilor sportive, indiferent dacă folosim protezarea informatică sau fișe de
înregistrare sistem creion-hârtie. Am identificat 5 parametri imperios necesari a fi consemnați:
1.Executantul/jucătorul; 2.Acțiunea efectuată; 3.Modalitatea de execuție; 4.Locul efectuării;
5.Rezultatul acțiunii. Executantul va fi identificat atât cu numărul cât și cu postul ocupat în echipă,
acțiunea poate fi consemnată cu simboluri specifice jocului. Acțiunea și modalitatea de execuție
reprezintă, din punct de vedere terminologic, elementul și procedeul tehnic folosit. Locul efectuării
acțiunii implică stabilirea unor repere spațiale prin folosirea cărora să se descrie drumul mingii iar
ultimul indicator, rezultatul, trebuie să descrie efectul imediat obținut asupra desfășurării jocului
sau evoluției scorului. Indicatorii ar trebui să raspundă la întrebările „cine?”, „ce?”, „cum?”,
„unde?”, „cu ce rezultat?”. Având în vedere acești indicatori se poate înregistra orice joc sportiv și
pot fi create fișe de înregistrare nestandardizate.
Cuvinte cheie: Jocuri sportive, indicatori, înregistrarea meciului
Abstract. The paper presents the main indicators that any sports games recording system must note,
whether an electronic recording system or a pencil and paper recording system is used. I have
identified 5 marks that must be noted: 1. The executant/player; 2. Executed action; 3. Execution
method; 4. Execution place; 5. Result of the action. The executant will be identified by the number he
wears as well as the position he plays. The action can be registered by the specific game symbols.
The action and the method of execution represent, from a terminological point of view, the skill and
technical execution. The place where the action took place is a parameter that implies setting up
spatial markers by the use of which the path of the ball is described. The last mark, the result of the
action, must describe the immediate effect on the game or on the score. With these indicators in
mind, any sports game can be recorded and non-standardised registration sheets created. The
recorded marks should answer the following questions: “who?”, “what?”, “how?”, “where?”,
“with what result?”.
Keywords: Team sports, marks, match recording

Introduction
Making the development of team sports and games evolution more objective is one of
the domain’s specialists concerns (Baake, 1991; Franks et al., 1988; Hughes, 1988, Simion
et al., 1993; Şintie et al., 1995). In this paper, I will not be advocating the need to use
marks of reifying in a coach’s activity (Epuran, 20054), nor will I make an inventory of
the currently existing methods and programs. I shall only mention that notable progress
has been made, especially regarding computerized recordings of team sports, as recording
systems which offer almost real time relevant data (Data Project, 2013; Simion et al.,
1993).
I will underline the fact that any team sports analysis requires them to be seen from a
systematic point of view (9,10), approaching their components in interaction. By analysing
the recorded data, on the one hand we should be able to detail each player’s activity
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(Michalopoulou et al., 20128) – pointing out his whole activity throughout the game – and
on the other hand, we need to find out the effect it had on the adversary, the result of the
action.
Because of the fact that most of the existing programs on the market have high prices
(Data Project, 2013), specialists use personal registration sheets, recording the marks
which they consider relevant from their point of view. Even in the case of the simplest
recordings – pencil and paper – one must record those marks which allow the game to be
seen more objectively and which can later become markers by which training plans are redeveloped.
We notice that most recording systems require the interaction between an operator and
a device. From a technical point of view, this requires the existence of two subprograms,
on through which the data recording is done and another for analysing and presenting that
data in an accessible manner.
Regardless of the used recording system, we think that there are 5 parameters
(markers) which must be noted: the player, performed action, execution method, place of
execution, the result of the action.
The player
This is the easiest to record parameter – „who?”, because of the fact that the rules of
the game dictate that each player must wear an identification number on the back and front
of his equipment. The only exception is water polo, where players wear their respective
numbers on their helmets.
In order for a recording to be accurate, the operator should have access to the game
sheet in order to take note and identify all the players. In the case in which this is not a
possibility (eg. A student in the bleachers), the players’ numbers can be noted during the
warm-up, and the identification made later.
Each position in team sports has a certain technical and tactical load and this must be
taken into account during the data collection stage (the recording of the game). The
position in which the player is playing in his team must absolutely be noted because this
has great importance in the analysis of the recordings. For example, from a future training
schedule point of view, „points gained” is not an important measurement for a libero
player in the game of volleyball. According to the rules of the game, this player takes
action only in defensive part and possible scored points in the game represent exceptions
that should not modify future training approach.
Action performed by the player
In regards to this parameter, we shall use specific terminology for each sport when
recording, abiding by the classification mentioned in each of their respective rule books. I
have avoided using the phrase „technical element” (skill), because in many of these sports
this requires some sort of standardization and evaluation through a mark, which I consider
inappropriate in team sports. From a semantically point of view, we can state that the
action represents the abstracting and generalising of a multitude of ways to solve a
situation through movement, by synergistically implicating response patterns directed to
fulfilling a certain purpose in the game. This purpose can be, for example, leading the ball,
passing it to a team mate or gaining a point. That which we see in the playing field
actually represents a motor expression, a certain form which we recognize and mentally
situate in one of the categories which is a subordinate of purpose, we catalogue and label it
to be a certain game action – dribble, pass, shoot, serve etc.
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In team sports analysis we must determine firstly the opportunity of choosing a certain
game action in favour of another. A player must decide in a split second if he is going to
pass, dribble or shoot the ball at the goal or at the basket and to chosen solution is not
always the best.
We find a particular situation in the game of volleyball, where the rules of the game
demands from the participants a certain game action, their succession – repeated and
predictable – making recording the game easier (Simion et al., 1993).
While recording this marker we must establish the opportunity parameters of the
action that are determined by the actual tactical situation: the way the team mates and
adversaries are positioned in the playing field, the score, time left in the game etc.
This cannot be achieved because the description that comes from the analysis of this
mark is going to deepened a lot on the strategy and tactic of the team as well as on the
operators experience – the one that carries out the recording.
It is possible an experienced operator might grasp possible actions that have been
ignored and take points from the player, but it is also possible that the game plan drawn by
the coach to lead to a certain way of the game structure progressing.
In order to avoid operator caused errors, we must refrain from passing judgement
regarding value while recording this parameter, restraining ourselves only to the actual
recording of the executed action. The efficiency of the player can be later assessed – by
analysing the data - by correlating this parameter with the result of the action, otherwise
put, we must link the „what is he doing?” with the „with what result”?
Motor expression/perform method
For motor expression in team sports the phrase „technical mode”. This represents the
procedure, the movement solution that the players chose in order to handle a game
situation. The chosen solution depends heavily on the player’s experience and motor skills
variety he possesses. The repeated use a certain execution pattern makes the player
predictable and less efficient.
With regards to recording a player, problems may appear in the registration of the
action, especially in the case of game actions with multiple ways of motor solutions
available in order to handle certain situations. In volleyball, setting the ball is
simultaneously defined by direction, distance between the setter and the attacker, the
setter’s position, ball trajectory.
In order to make recording this parameter easier, graphic symbols can be used, those
particular to the game or one’s own, established by the operator. If this indicator, „how?”,
is analyzed individually, we can define a player according to technical variety and to his
own rainbow of technical endowment.
The place
In order to record this parameter as precisely as possible, the playing field must be
divided into areas relevant from the point of view of an ulterior tactical analysis. A grid
filled with letters and numbers facilitates the localisation of the action and the acquirement
of relevant data regarding the players’ and the team’s preferred zones and directions of
actions or completions. Dividing the playing field into smaller areas allows precise
reconstruction of the ball’s trajectory and even the player’s movement in the field but this
require considerably more work. Arbitrarily dividing the playing field must be congruent
with the purpose of the recording and not become the purpose itself.
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The result of the action
Unlike in other sport branches, in team sports, the perfection the motor action is
irrelevant, what is relevant is the obtained result – advantage over the adversary and the
effect on the evolution of the game. Unfortunately, sometimes we are delighted by a
„beautiful” execution from a technical point of view and we ignore the fact that it was not
the best decision from a tactical point of view and has brought no advantage to the team
whatsoever. The result of the action is probably the most important mark that needs
recording in team sports and it must not miss from any sort of sheet or means of recording
a team sport.
While recording the result we must distinguish between the actions after which a team
mate will act and the actions directed to the opponent that seek to finalize the play – goal,
point, basket.
In the case of actions directed toward a team mate we must have in mind and record
the tactical advantage within the game that the action offered him. The best example is the
„assist”, but i consider that each time the ball is passed can and should pursue the
acquirement of some sort of advantage – otherwise said, each action must coincide with
the purpose for which it is executed.
In the case of actions that seek to finalize the play, the immediate effect on the score or
on the development of the game will be noted. As such, we have an action finalized with
positive result (point, goal, basket etc.) or with a negative result (a miss with the loss of
ball possession, out, lost point etc.). These kinds of situations are defined by gaining an
advantage on the score board (+) or by the interruption of the tactical action and the
opponent going from defence to offence (-).
Between these extremes, there are intermediary situations (regaining the offensive,
maintaining the ball in the game), which can be categorized from the most favourable (a.e.
the opponents keeps the ball in play but can’t build a proper offensive in volleyball) to
those in which the advantage is very small (the team stays on the offensive but is in danger
of passive play).
For each team sport, an evaluation scale must be established – a scale based on gaining
immediate advantage or on ulterior advantageous control of the ball for the team gained by
a team mate.
Conclusions
Any type of analysis in team sports competitions presumes gathering data and
processing it. For data recording I have identified 5 mandatory marks that need
registration:
The player who executes the action;
The action performed in the playing field;
The performed method of this action;
The place in the game space where the action is performed;
The result from a score or advantage given to the team mate point of view.
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Table 1. The 5 parameters can be synthesized
1

2

3

4

Who?

What?

How?

Where?

5
With what
result?

Any type of parameter acquisition system particular to team sports must answer these
questions, whether it involves state of the art equipment or just and operator with a pencil
and a piece of paper. The chained recording of these parameters allows the reconstruction
of the whole match (Croitoru and Sebe, 2006) and the sketching of future markers (Mârza,
2006) that will guide future training.
For data processing, these parameters can be analysed separately or correlated
(preferred situation), the last one providing more knowledge for the sport specialist.
Approaching the parameters separately may provide general markers about a team, while
correlating them allows more „delicate” analysis and descriptions such as „player x, y
times from z, executes a, thus, on the b side managing to...” which can be decisive in
establishing the team’s tactical plan.
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Analiza influenței dezvoltării coordonării senzo-motrice asupra performanțelor sportive în
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Rezumat. Lucrarea prezintă rezultatele analizei dezvoltării coordonării senzomotrice ale
gimnastelor junioare de 12-15 ani și performanțele sportive obținute în trei concursuri naționale în
perioada 2012. Analiza dezvoltării coordonării senzo-motrice a gimnastelor junioare de 12-15 ani
scoate în evidență îmbunătățirea preciziei aterizării, simțului echilibrului și a stabilității
statocinematice iar rezultatele performanțelor sportive obținute în concursuri prezintă diferențe
nesemnificative, ceea ce infirmă influența acestora asupra evoluției gimnastelor.
Cuvintele cheie: coordonare senzomotrică, gimnastica, performanță, testare.
Abstract. The paper introduces the results of the analysis of the sensorimotor coordination
development of junior gymnasts 12-15 years old and the sports performances achieved in three
national competitions in 2012. The analysis of sensorimotor coordination development of junior
gymnasts 12-15 years old highlights the improvement of landing accuracy, of the sense of balance
and of the static-dynamic stability; the results of the sports performances achieved in competitions
show insignificant differences, fact that denies their influence upon gymnasts’ evolution.
Keywords: sensorimotor coordination, gymnastics, performance, testing.

Introduction
At the present moment, artistic gymnastics has recorded remarkable progresses,
highlighting the fact that it develops in accordance with the trends of performance sport,
but it has its specific features too, such as: increase of sports mastership, increase and
rivalry of competitive programs, processing of new complex routines, sports mastership
that reaches virtuosity; improvement of components that provide the training of high
classification gymnasts (Arkaev and Suchilin, 2004; Vieru, 1997).
Physical training is a process of education of the motor skills necessary for the correct
learning of elements, connections and combinations and of the entire routines in women’s
artistic gymnastics. It is achieved in close connection with the technical, psychological,
artistic, tactical and theoretical training. One of the main tasks of the physical training is
the increase of the efficiency that determines a raise of the technicality in the execution of
movements. In artistic gymnastics practice, the physical training is performed in two
forms: general physical training and specific physical training (Grigore, 2001, p.97).
In the opinion of Smolevskij and Gaverdovskij (1999, p.306) the physical and
functional training in artistic gymnastics include several methodological issues, pointing
out the individual particulars of gymnast’s training. This refers to the physical, functional
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qualities and the requirements for the development of these ones. Sports success in artistic
gymnastics depends largely on the specific skills, related to athlete’s sensory and psychical
motricity. The significance of gymnast’s functional training improvement is focused on
increasing the speed and accuracy of information processing, of the circulation in the
central nervous system (CNS) and the sensory systems of the gymnast during the
execution of the exercise. The most important functional qualities of the gymnast are:
vestibular sense and visual perception, kinesthetic sense, perception of temporal intervals,
tempo-rhythm of movement which is important for the assessment and technical –
parametric scoring of movement precision.
Due to its aesthetic and spectacular valences, artistic gymnastics require special skills
from those seeking high performance. These skills are (Niculescu, G., 2003; Grigore V.,
2001): coordinative capacity (skill), velocity, force, joint mobility, muscle flexibility and
strength.
Athlete’s coordinative skills are very different and specific for each branch of sport.
Nevertheless, they can be differentiated per separate sports, according to the particularities
of manifestation, the criteria of assessment and the conditioning factors. In training and
competitive real practice, all coordinative abilities are not manifested simply but in a
complex interaction (Platonov, 2004, p.408)
In this context, the coordinative abilities designate generically a complex of
predominantly psycho-motor skills involving the ability to learn rapidly new movements,
to adapt quickly and efficiently to various conditions, specific to different types of
activities, by restructuring the existent motor background (Dragnea, Bota, 1999).
According to Blume (1981), quoted by Manno, the coordinative abilities are organized
under the form of a system, taking into account the inter-conditioning of the components
and their finalities (Dragnea, Mate-Teodorescu, 2002, p.349). The forms of manifestation
of the coordinative abilities can be identified under the following forms (Dragnea, et.al,
2006, p.124): general coordinative abilities, specific coordinative abilities and the
coordinative abilities under the conditions of other motor skills.
In Berstein’s opinion (1991), an optimum operation of the sensitive vestibular system
has a great importance for achieving high sports results in various branches of sport,
primarily in those sports where the athlete must have a high level of sensory-motor
coordination. The increase of sports mastery, the growth of competitive programs
difficulty require specialists’ analysis meant to highlight the influence of different factors
on the vestibular analyzer, and in the same time the influence of the mechanical forces
arising as a result of the inertial forces in linear and angular accelerations (Boloban, 2006).
From physiological point of view, the coordination capacity can be defined as a
complex psycho-motor quality based on the correlation between the central nervous
system and the skeletal muscles while performing a movement (Bota, Prodescu, 1997).
The regulation of body posture – aspiration of the organism to the functional ordering,
to the updating and coordination of the human body units in equilibrium – is an effective
solution to show the motor tasks (Boloban, 2013, p.38).
Regarding the forms of manifestation of the coordinative capacity (skill) in artistic
gymnastics, this one includes a series of ”senses” called psychomotor skills, namely
(Grigore, 2001): sense of balance; sense of orientation in space; sense of coordination of
movements of various segments involved in motion; sense of coordination of large muscle
groups activity; sense of decomposition and analysis of movements; sense of rhythm;
sense of assessment of distance, direction, velocity, amplitude and degree of strain.
The coordinative capacity is largely dependent on the efficiency of the analyzers that
influence directly the movement guidance and control process. These analyzers cooperate
and complement each other, namely (Niculescu, 2003; Bota, Prodescu, 1997): static72
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dynamic (vestibular) analyzer; kinesthetic analyzer; touch analyzer; sound analyzer;
optical analyzer.
Because coordination is a natural capacity, inherited, there are not many specific
methods for its development compared to other bio-motor capacities. During the phases of
coordination development, the coach must seek to use exercises of progressively
increasing complexity. The difficulty and complexity of a skill can be increased by using
situations, various sports equipment and facilities (Bompa, 2002).
Mistakes may occur throughout the learning or improvement of gymnastics
movements. In these cases, things can not be allowed to continue in this way (Vieru,
1997). Practice has shown that if the small mistakes are not removed in due time, then they
have the tendency to join the technical structure and to transform themselves into a big
mistake. Technical mistakes are divided into: systematic, random and typical ones
(Arkaev, Suchilin, 2004).
The purpose of the paper is to highlight the sensorimotor coordination development
influence on sports performances in women’s artistic gymnastics at the level of junior
gymnasts aged 12 to 15.
Hypothesis of the paper. We believe that by assessing the level of sensorimotor
coordination development in the case of junior gymnasts 12 to 15 years old we shall point
out its influence on the technical training and the performances achieved in competition.
Material and method
The following methods have been used for achieving the tasks of the research:
theoretical analysis şi generalization of specialty literature data, pedagogical observation,
pedagogical experiment, method of tests (testing of sensorimotor coordination), graphical
method, statistical-mathematical method of processing and interpretation of data recorded.
3 tests of assessment of the sensorimotor coordination were used in this study
(Boloban, 1990, 2006):
1. Test 1 – standstill landing, in-depth salto from the higher bar (uneven bars), assessed
by penalties for the execution mistakes 0.1 -1.0 points, 3 attempts were granted;
2. Test 2 – test for maintaining body balance on tiptoe with eyes closed and arms along
the body (keeping at least 15-20 sec.).
3. Test 3 –static-kinematic stability – 5 forward rolls in 5 sec. with 10 in-place jumps
with eyes closed, in the center of the graduated circle (maximum deviation 35 cm).
The research was conducted from September 2012 to February 2013, with a group of
14 gymnasts of 12 to 15 years old, members of junior team of the Training Center of
Deva. The competitive activity was monitored during the three national competitions:
National Junior Championships - teams, Constanța 2012; National Junior Championships
– all around finals, Onești, 2012; National Masters Championships, Onești 2012.
Statistical processing was made in Word and „KyPlot”programs. This study represents
a part of the pedagogical experiment, which is the subject of the postdoctoral studies
graduation thesis of the first author. This thesis is included in the research plan for
Physical Education and Sport field carried out in Ukraine during 2011-2015 under the
registration number: 0111U001726, index UDK: 796.012.2.

Results
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On the basis of sensorimotor coordination testing of junior gymnasts 12 to 15 years old
we analyzed and assessed their development level according to the sports performances
achieved in the three national competitions.
In table 1 and figure 1 there are listed the results of sensorimotor coordination
development in the case of junior gymnasts aged 12 to 15 subject of the research, in terms
of standstill landing (Test 1), test of maintaining body balance (Test 2) and statickinematic stability (Test 3).
Table 1. Results of sensorimotor coordination development of junior gymnasts
aged 12 to 15, (n=14)
Statist.
Ind.

Test 1.
(points)
T.I.
T.F.

Test 2.
(sec.)
T.I.

T.F.

T.I.

T.F.

9.28

9.37

15.29

17.86

25.0

23.21

m

0.03

0.01

0.91

0.74

0.94

0.69

δ

0.11

0.07

3.39

2.77

3.55

2.61

V%

1.21

0.95

22.15

15.49

14.21

11.23

t

5.51; ˂0.001

Test 3. (cm)

4.44; ˂0.001

3.10; ˂0.01

Note: TI –initial testing, TF –final testing, t- parametric test.

Initial testing

Final testing
25

25

23.21

17.86
15.29

20
value

74

15
9.28 9.37
10
5
0
Test 1 (points)

Test 2 (sec.)

Test 3 (cm)

Fig.1. Results of sensorimotor coordination development of junior gymnasts aged 12 to 15
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Table 2. Results of sports performances achieved in competitions, at vaults

Note: D – difficulty, E – execution, Pen.- penalty, MF – Final mean, N = number of gymnasts; * - number of
vaults, C1- Teams National Championships, qualifying – 21 -23.VI.2012, Constanța; C2 – National Juniors
Individual Championships, 25- 27.X.2012, Deva; C3 – National Masters Championships, 16-18.XI.2012, Onesti.

Table 2 and figure 2 present the results of sports performances achieved by junior
gymnasts aged 12 to15 in vaults events, regarding the score for difficulty, execution,
penalties on apparatus, score for the 1st and 2nd vault * in the first competition and the final
score.
Competition 1

Competition 2

Competition 3

14
12
10

puncte

75

8
6
4
2
0
D

E

Penality

Score

D

Vault 1

E

Score

FM

Vault 2

Fig. 2. Results of sports performances achieved in competitions at vaults
Table 3. Results of sports performances achieved in competitions at uneven bars
Statist.
Ind.

Competition 1 points
D.
E.
FM
4.5

Competition 2 –
points
D
E
FM

Competition 3 –
points
D
E
FM

8.53

13.01

4.725 8.12 12.84

4.42

7.69

12.10

m

0.18 0.14

0.20

0.16

0.22

0.29

0.21

0.32

0.46

δ

0.66 0.51

0.72

0.55

0.77

0.99

0.73

1.09

1.59

V%

14.65 6.07

5.57

11.59 9.54

7.76

16.46 16.46 13.15
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N

13

13

13

12

Competition 1

12

12

Competition 2

12

12

12

Competition 3
13.01

14

12.84
12.1

12
10

points

76

8.53 8.12

8
6

4.5

7.69

4.725
4.42

4
2
0
D

E

FM

Fig.3. Results of sports performances achieved in competitions, at uneven bars
In table 3 and figure 3 are listed the results of sports performances obtained by junior
gymnasts 12-15 years old at uneven bars regarding the score for difficulty, execution and
final score.
Table 4. Results of sports performances achieved in competitions, on beam
Statist.
Ind.

Competition 1 points
D.

FM

D

5.275 8.16

13.45

5.40

m

0.14 0.19

0.27

δ

0.48 0.67

V%

9.11 8.23

N

12

E.

Competition 2 (points)

12

E

FM

D

E

FM

7.94 0.10

13.33

4.93

7.53

12.46

0.07

0.21

0.23

0.46

0.71

1.16

0.93

0.21

0.66

0.76

1.59

2.46

4.00

6.88

3.90

8.36

5.69

32.25 32.63 32.12

12

10

10

76

Pen.

Competition 3 (points)

1

10

12

12

12
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Competition 1

Competition 2

Competition 3

16

13.45
13.33
12.46

14

Points

12
8.16

10
8

5.275
5.4 4.93

6

7.94 7.53

4
2

0.1

0
D

E

Penality

FM

Fig.4. Table 4. Results of sports performances achieved in beam events
Table 4 and figure 4 present sports performances achieved by junior gymnasts 12-15
years old in competitions on beam, in terms of difficulty score, execution, penalties on
apparatus and final score.
Table 5. Results of sports performances achieved in competitions on floor
Statist.
Ind.

Competition 1 points
D.
E.
MF
5.06 9.10 14.15

D
5.27

E Pen.
8.87 0.2

MF
14.09

D
5.16

E
8.39

MF
13.56

m

0.13 0.07

0.19

0.09

0.26

0.1

0.34

0.06

0.21

0.21

δ

0.46 0.24

0.67

0.29

0.79 0.14

1.01

0.18

0.69

0.70

V%

9.13 2.64

4.78

5.54

8.93 70.71

7.15

3.59

8.32

5.18

12

9

9

11

11

11

N

12

12

Competition 2 (points)

Competitio n 1

9

Competitio n 2

16
14
12

points

77

9.1

10
8
6

2

Competition 3 (points)

Competitio n 3
14.15
14.09 13.56

8.87
8.39

5.27
5.16
5.06

4
2

0.2

0
D

E

Penality

FM

Fig.5. Results of sports performances achieved in competitions on floor
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Table 5 and figure 5 present sports performances achieved by junior gymnasts 12-15
years old in competitions on floor, in terms of difficulty score, execution, penalties on
apparatus and final score.
Discussions
A number of 14 gymnasts aged 12 to 15, members of junior team of Deva Training
Center, participated in this research. The testing of junior gymnasts’ sensorimotor
coordination was made in two stages (September 2012 and February 2013), assessed by
three tests, monitoring the standstill landing, the sense of balance by maintaining body
posture on tiptoe, eyes closed, and the static -kinematic stability.
The results of the analysis of sensorimotor coordination development emphasized a
mean of 9.28 points at the initial testing in Test 1 and an increase by 0.9 points at the final
test, with an error of the mean of ±0.03 and 0.01 points between tests and significant
differences of t= 5.51 higher than t statistic at P˂0.001; Test 2 has a mean of 15.29 sec at
initial testing and an improvement with 2.59 sec. at final testing, with an error of the mean
of ± 0.91 and 0.74 sec. and significant differences between tests as for t=4.44 higher than
t statistic at P˂0.001; in Test 3, the mean is 25 cm in initial testing and a decrease of
jumps area by 1.79 cm in final testing, with an error of the mean of ± 0.94 and 0.69 cm
and significant differences between tests as for t=3.10 higher than t statistic at P˂0.01.
Regarding the sports performances achieved in competitions at vaults, we notice a
mean of vault difficulty of 4.43 points in Competition 1 (C1) and an increase of the
difficulty by 0.14 points in Competition 3 (C3); in terms of vault execution, the mean is
8.92 points in C1 and a decrease of the score by 0.15 points in C3, and the final score has a
mean of 13.32 points in C1 and a decrease of the mean with 0.02 points at C3; the number
of gymnasts participating in competitions was C1- n= 11, C2- n=10 and C9- n=12.
The results of sports performances on uneven bars highlight the difficulty of the
exercise with a mean of 4.5 points in C1 and a decrease of the difficulty by 0.08 points in
C3; technical execution has a mean of 8.53 points in C1 and a decrease of the mean by
0.84 points in C3, and the final score has a mean of 13.01 points in C1 and a decrease of
the mean by 1.09 points in C3; the number of gymnasts participating in competitions was
C1- n= 13, C2- n=12 and C3- n=12.
Regarding the sports performances results on beam, we can notice that the difficulty of
the exercise has a mean of 5.275 points in C1, we observe an increase by 0.125 points in
C2 and a decrease in C3 by 0.345 points; technical execution has a mean of 8.16 points in
C1, a decrease by 0.22 points in C2 and 0.63 points in C3 and the final score has a mean of
13.45 points in C1, a decrease by 0.12 points, with a penalty of 0.10 points in C2 and a
decrease by 0.99 points in C3; the number of gymnasts participating in competitions was
C1- n= 12, C2- n=10 and C3- n=12.
In terms of sports performances on the floor, we notice that the difficulty has a mean of
5.06 points in C1, an increase with 0.21 points in C2, having a penalty of 0.20 points and
an increase with 0.10 points in C3; the final score has a mean of 14.15 points in C1, a
decrease by 0.06 points in C2 and 0.59 points in C3; the number of gymnasts participating
in competitions was C1- n= 12, C2- n=9 and C3- n=11.
These insignificant differences regarding the difficulty, the technical execution and the
final score between the competitions on each apparatus are explained by the different
number of gymnasts participating in the events, which influenced the mean of difficulty,
of technical execution and the final score as well. We mention that the tests results are
obtained during the initial and intermediate stage of the proper experiment of the doctoral
thesis, in which we focused only on gymnasts’ evolutions during training.
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Conclusions
The analysis of sensorimotor coordination development of junior gymnasts 12-15
years old highlights the improvement of landing accuracy, of the sense of balance and of
the static-dynamic stability, which is confirmed by significant differences at P˂0.001 and
P˂0.01.
The results of sports performances achieved by the junior gymnasts 12-15 years old
show differences regarding the difficulty of exercises, the decrease of technical execution
and a smaller value of the final score of the exercises on apparatus.
The assessment of development level of sensorimotor coordination in the case of junior
gymnasts aged 12 to 15 years highlighted the fact that the influence of this one upon the
technical training and the performances achieved in competitions has not been confirmed.
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includere şi cele de excludere, metoda, tehnica, programul statistic folosit în prelucrarea
datelor etc. Rezultate – în această secțiune vor fi prezentate concis rezultatele obţinute, de
obicei prin intermediul tabelelor şi al graficelor. Se va prezenta statistica descristivă și
inferențială, diferențele dintre măsurători (inițială și finală; între grupul de experiment sau
grupul martor etc.). Este obligatoriu să se precizeze nivelul de semnificație (valoarea lui p
sau mărimea efectului d), precum și testul statistic folosit. Discuţii – se vor preciza
aspectele noi şi importante ale studiului, interpretarea rezultatelor proprii, în contextul
literaturii de specialitate. Concluzii – concluziile studiului vor fi enunţate cu claritate,
stabilindu-se o legătură între acestea şi scopurile studiului. Bibliografie - se va întocmi
conform stilului APA (a se vedea Lista referințelor bibliografice).
 Studiile de caz. Sunt rapoarte ale materialelor de caz, obținute în timp ce se
lucrează cu o persoană, un grup, o comunitate sau o organizație. Studiile de caz ilustrează
o problemă, indica un mijloc pentru rezolvarea unei probleme; și/sau pun in lumina
viitoarele nevoi de cercetare, aplicatii clinice, sau aspecte teoretice. În scrierea studiilor de
caz, autorii analizeaza cu atenție echilibrul dintre furnizarea de material ilustrativ
important și responsabilitatea asupra materialelor de caz confidențiale.
Articolele tip eseu/Recenzii din literatura de specialitate (din domeniu Știința
Sportului și Educației Fizice, Psihologia Sportului, Pedagogia Sportului, Sociologia
Sportului etc.) - vor avea ca structură: Introducere; Nivelul actual reflectat în literatura de
specialitate; Problematica abordată; Concluzii; Bibliografie
 Recenzii cărți
3. Lista referinţelor bibliografice. Revista Discobolul recomandă respectarea stilului
APA (American Psychological Association, Ed. 6) de redactare a listei referinţelor
bibliografice. Sursele bibliogafie sunt menționate în text, în paranteze rotunde.
Ex:
According to Suchilin (2010, p.5) the biomechanical criteria are used for dividing the
gymnastics elements into parts. Thus, the technical structure of gymnastics elements
contains three levels –periods, stages andphases.
The Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association was first published
in 1929 as a seven-page “standard of procedure, to which exceptions would doubtless be
necessary, but to which reference might be made in cases of doubt” (Bentley et al., 1929,
p. 57).
Verificați ca fiecare sursă citată să apară atât în corpul textului, cît și în lista
bibliografică, iar autorul și anul să fie identificate din punct de vedere ortografic. Lista
bibliografică de la finalul articolului științific oferă informații necesare pentru a identifica
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fiecare sursă. APA solicită ca fiecare listă să fie redactată la rând dublu, iar elementele din
listă să fie indentate începând cu rândul al doilea al fiecărui element (APA Manual, sixth
edition). Se vor menţiona: autorul (-ii), anul, titlul, editura, paginile, în funcţie de sursa
citării (carte, articol de revistă, site de internet).
Exemple:
Pentru citarea unei cărţi.
Kosslyn, S. M. (1996). Image and brain: The resolution of the imagery debate. The MIT
Press.
Pentru citarea unui articol de revistă
Harris, J., (1997). Teaching health-related exercise at key stages1 and 2- USA, Human
Kinetics, (37-40).
Pentru citarea unui articol cu mai multi autori
Russel, FD, Coppell, AL, & Davenport, A.P., (1998). In vitro enzymatic processing of
radiolabelled big ET-1 in human kidney as food ingredient. Biochem Pharmacol, Mar
1;55(5):697-701.
Wager, T. D., Rilling, J. K., Smith, E. E., Sokolik, A., Casey, K. L., Davidson, R. J., ... &
Cohen, J. D. (2004). Placebo-induced changes in FMRI in the anticipation and
experience of pain. Science, 303(5661), 1162-1167.
Conflicte de interese
Se cere autorilor să se menționeze toate posibilele conflicte de interese: relații
financiare sau de altă natură. Dacă nu există nici un conflict de interes, se va menționa
acest lucru.
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DISTRIBUIREA REVISTEI
Distribuirea revistei către abonaţi se face personal sau prin poştă, la adresa de
corespondenţă menţionată. Revista va fi expediată de către redacţie, destinatarului, o
singură dată. La solicitarea abonatului, costurile retrimiterii revistei vor fi suportate de
către acesta.
Articolele pot fi trimise la:
Sediul redacţiei: UNEFS Bucureşti, str, Constantin Noica nr. 140, sec. 6, Bucureşti
Telefon: 0213164107 /224, e-mail: discobolul@gmail.com
sau: în atenţia domnei Prof. univ. dr. GRIGORE VASILICA – Editor şef
Revista va putea fi accesată şi pe pagină de web:
http://www.unefs.ro/revistadiscobolul.html
sau
http://www.unefs.ro/discobolulmagazine.html
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